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By Sam Williams
swilliams@lassennews.com

here’s nothing quite like sipping a few
of the best microbrews around,
munching a delicious barbecue tri-tip
dinner and then dancing the night
away to one of the region’s best bands

while supporting the Lassen County Farm
Bureau’s local youth scholarships, the FFA
and 4-H and other youth activities at the
same time.

This year the Lassen County Farm Bureau
hosts its annual Blues and Brews Festival at
Every Bloomin’ Thing, 705-670 Highway 395
East, in Susanville, from 5 to 11 p.m. Saturday,
Aug. 7. 

But make sure you get your tickets early
because seating is limited this year, and no
tickets will be sold at the door.

“Get your tickets early, come and join the
fun and support your local farm bureau and
help educate our kids, our teachers and
everybody else about growing food
tomorrow,” said Naomi Turner, president of
the Lassen County Farm Bureau. “It really
doesn’t matter if you’re a vegan, if you eat fish,
if you eat nuts and berries or meat and
potatoes — we grow it.”

Turner said, “100 percent of the proceeds go
to our local youth programs — scholarships,

high school, FFA, and 4-H. It could be the
welding class at the high school, it could be
the veterinarian class at the high school or
any of the agriculture programs. Plus we also
sponsor the Lamb Carcass Contest at the fair,
and we’re very active in the Junior Livestock
Auction at the fair. We help whatever
program has a need. For example, the FFA is
going to the Forestry Nationals in October.
The way I understand it, they’ve already won

Blues & Brews supports scholarships

T
Hundreds of locals attend a previous Blues and Brews Festival at Every Bloomin’ Thing.
File photo

Photo credit
The July 2021 cover photo of
High Country Life was photographed
by Bill Obernesser. He is a regular
contributor to Feather Publishing.

Get your tickets early
— there is limited

seating and no
tickets will be sold

at the door
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A barbecue master slices this tri-tip — cooked to perfection. File photo
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   Howard Construction is a locally owned
and operated full service construction
company. Owner Kyle Howard has been
in the construction field since 1978,
building custom homes and other
structures in the Lake Almanor
Basin since the 1980s.
Howard Construction ranks
customer service first. We are
meticulous and strive for perfection.
We take pride in professionalism,
quality work and customer
satisfaction at a competitive price
while maintaining superior
service.

530.258.3541, Office • 530.258.1601, Cell • Mobile App: Text HC4U to 72727

New Homes
Remodels

Decks • Porches
Carports • Garages
Roofing • Plumbing
Electrical • Painting

Concrete Work
EPA Certified in

Renovations 
and Repair

Testing • Evaluation
Documentation

Removal

kyle@howardconstruction4u.com
Website: www.howardconstrucion4u.com 

numerous exciting awards. So we’re expecting
great things when they go to nationals. And
that’s just one program.”

Attendees can sample some of their
favorite beers plus a few new brews from
Alpine Beverage, Blach Distributing,
Diamond Mountain Brewery, Great Basin,
Lassen Ale Works, Sierra Nevada, Susan River
Brewing — and Grocery Outlet is also
bringing a selection of beers from a few of the
Oregon breweries to the event.

“That’s pretty exciting news for us,” said
Naomi Turner, president of the Lassen
County Farm Bureau.

R and B Catering (Brad and Robin Hanson)
will prepare this year’s barbecue tri-tip
dinner.

The Diamond Mountain Hotel and Casino
is partnering with the farm bureau on this
year’s event and they’re offering a special

Join the folks at the Blues and Brews Festival Saturday, Aug. 7 at Every Bloomin’ Thing.
File photo
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• Individuals:  Tax Preparation and Planning

• Businesses:  Tax Preparation and Planning

• Professional Audit & Review Services

• Bookkeeping Services for All Business Sizes

John E. Auman, CPA • jauman@sa-cpas.com • www.sa-cpas.com
Susanville: 530.257.1040 • 1740 Main Street, Suite A    Chester: 530.258.2272 • 283 Main Street, PO Box 795

promotional rate for attendees who would
like to spend the night at the casino. 

Parking is available across the street, and
those attending should bring their own lawn
chairs to grab a spot and enjoy the lively
music and atmosphere. Attendees with
campers may spend the night in the parking
lot.

SOUL POSSE, from Chico, will provide the
musical entertainment this year.

Band mates include Valerie “Sugar” St.
George (vocals and keytar, an instrument
with an electronic keyboard made to look like
a guitar), Andrew Wong (guitar and vocals),
Nelson “Rev” Corwin (harmonica and vocals)
and Richard Braley (drums).

The band’s song list includes more than 100
numbers, many are classic rock, and they
always enjoy picking music the audience will
sing with them.

According to one magazine reviewer: “For
sure go out and see them play. You will not be
disappointed.”

Turner said the local farm bureau includes
more than 200 members, a young board full
of “go-getters” who have a lot of new ideas,
including the bureau’s inaugural golf
tournament last month.

“We’ve never done a golf tournament
before,” Turner said. “We’re excited any time
we can bring a new activity, something that’s

Chico’s SOUL POSSE —  Valerie “Sugar” St. George (vocals and keytar), Andrew Wong
(guitar and vocals), Nelson “Rev” Corwin (harmonica and vocals) and Richard Braley
(drums) — provide the musical entertainment at this year’s Blues and Brews Festival.
Photo submitted
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AND Inside The Toy Store in Quincy:
383 Main Street, 530.283.0404 • Mon-Sat 10-5:30

530.284.1689 • Main St., Greenville

Guitar Repair by Master Luthier,
Ken Donnell

Ice Cream, Coffee
and Guitars!

new and fresh.”
So get your Blues and Brews tickets early to

avoid disappointment. Tickets are available at
Every Bloomin’ Thing or by calling 251-2330 or
310-0453, credit cards accepted.

For more information, call Naomi Turner,
LCFB president, at 310-3496 the LCFB at 257-
7242 or Every Bloomin’ Thing at 251-2330 or
follow them on Facebook. 

It doesn’t get much better than a
barbecued tri-tip dinner with all the
fixings. File photo

Can you smell these tri-tips cooking on the grill? File photo

Attendees sample some of the region’s best microbrews at the
Blues and Brews Festival. File photos
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The Most Affordable and Reliable 
Home Stand-by Generator on the Market!

Sales • Installation • Service
GENERAL CONTRACTORS INC.

B/C-10 • CSL #562340 • tlw@citlink.net

  Cal Thurber, Jr • 530-259-4995 office/fax • 530-258-6690 cell

“Your Local Factory Trained Service Technician”

n the early morning hours of Nov. 8,
2018, the first plume of the deadliest
wildfire in California history was seen
over Lake Almanor. Within hours, the
Lake Almanor Basin began to receive
those racing out of harm’s way — and

hundreds more across the next weeks —
seeking shelter, food, gas and clothing. The
citizens of the Lake Almanor Basin raised
funds, and put resources, systems and people
in place to fill the need.  

The next disaster came in the name of
COVID-19.  Again, without resources, funds,
and only a handful of volunteers, the
community went to work implementing a 24-
hour help line and a shopping service for
those most vulnerable.

In both cases the community was caught
flat-footed and ill-prepared. Though grateful
to have been able to serve, it was an
awakening. The community needed to put
resources and systems in place for the next
unexpected event but, just as importantly, it
demonstrated what great potential a small
rural county with a populace of less than
20,000 was capable of achieving. 

This became the catalyst for a small group,
orchestrated by Susan Bryner, President of
the Lake Almanor Area Chamber and co-
owner of Coldwell Banker, to gather in
October 2020, to discuss the feasibility of

By Katherine Sansone
Special to High Country Life

I
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creating a foundation to address the
challenges of the Lake Almanor Basin and lay
plans for “all it can be.”  This group became
the Steering Committee that quickly defined
their mission, adopted by-laws and filed
Articles of Incorporation in December 2020,
for The Almanor Foundation.

Adopting the tagline “can-do-community,”
they positioned the foundation to be engaged
in creating opportunities to enhance and
impact the quality of life for all in the
community and develop projects and
programs “housed” within the foundation.
Currently in the works are:

The Almanor Basin
Community Consortium

The Almanor Basin Community
Consortium was formed in 2019.  The
Consortium and its sector meetings are to
become platforms for the mixing and sharing
of ideas, visions and projects of the different
organizations, businesses, and peoples of the
Lake Almanor Basin to produce a vision for
our future, enhance our quality of life, and
work toward creative solutions to our current
and future challenges.

The Town Plaza
A plan, design and fund have been started

to build a Town Plaza as a focal point and
gathering area for the community. The Plaza
will be a destination that can feature farmers
markets, events, music, festivals, craft shows,
children’s activities, an ice rink, cultural
performances, and area information that will
begin to establish the area as a viable year-
round destination. A footnote to this is that
the first Farmers Market was launched June

27 and will be held every Thursday evening
from 4 to 7 p.m. until October.

Seneca Healthcare District
Hospital Build Fund

Seneca Healthcare District (SHD)

Hospital is a California Critical Access
Hospital. Due to the on-going threat of
earthquakes, the California legislature
enacted Senate Bill 1953 that requires all
California hospitals to assess their seismic
risk and make certain improvements by 2030.

High Country Life  •  August 2021 9

VILLAGE DRUG COMPANY
530.284.6618 • 225 Main St., Greenville

Your
Full Service Pharmacy

Most Insurance Plans Accepted!
GIFTS • CARDS • KIDS’ CORNER

PHOTO KIOSK • JEWELRY AND MORE!

Feed, Seed & Treats
530.691.1633 • 632 Main Street, Chester • Michelle Watkins, Owner

The Almanor Foundation

Putting the ‘Can-Do Community’ into action

Photo by Randy Robbins
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Built between 1951 -1954, Seneca Health
Care District Hospital requires considerable
modifications.  Rather than trying to retrofit
the aged facility, SHD is in the master
planning phase of building a new hospital on
land purchased from Collins Pine adjacent to
the existing clinic building. SHD will be
working with the community and the
foundation to offset the debt service through
philanthropic giving and charitable donation.

Snow Park at Stover Mountain
Begin conversations with the Forest

Service to gain permission to open a snow
park and facilities at Stover Mountain. 

Protecting area assets
Continuing threats to water quality

coming from a decrease in annual snowpack,
and the degradation of streams, to the
encroachment of other interests on the cold
waters of Lake Almanor threaten the local
way of life and livelihood. Protecting the
quality of lake waters, streams, and fisheries
will mean raising and granting funds to
organizations such as Lake Almanor
Watershed Group and the Almanor Fishing
Association’s fish hatchery program, among
others.

Beautification of Chester’s Main Street
In 2009, the community created a Main

Street Design plan as part of needed

10 High Country Life  •  August 2021

OPEN DAILY 7 AM-10 PM
Groceries, Variety, Meats, Liquors, Wines and More!

TWO LOCATIONS! Portola: 88 West Sierra Ave., 530.832.5062 • Loyalton: 606 Main St., 530.993.4397

... to be engaged in
creating opportunities
to enhance and impact

the quality of life for
all in the community ...

Plans include improvements to sidewalks, bike lanes and roads in downtown
Chester. Photo by Ken Lund
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We feature hundreds of quilt kits, books, patterns, notions and      
fabrics galore.    

Shop online for kits  
and more.

Stop by the store
and say hello!

www.quiltkitstore.com

HOURS:
Tues-Sat 9 am-6 pm

www.countrypinesquiltshop.com
704-395 Richmond Rd. East, Susanville • 530.257.4071

Greenville Rancheria

Tribal Medical Clinic
410 Main St., Greenville • 530.284.6135 • Fax 530.284.7594

Tribal Dental Clinic
410 Main St., Greenville • 530.284.7045 • Fax 530.284.1559

We accept Medicare, Medi-Cal, Managed Care and as a courtesy, we will bill most insurances. Now offering a sliding fee for eligible patients.
Medical, Dental, and sub-specialties as well as Transportation for established patients.

Medical & Dental Clinics are also located in Tehama County

The Almanor Foundation
launched the “Lake Life” campaign
creating a stylized print rendition of
Lake Almanor accompanied by
complimentary postcards and
stickers. You can support the
foundation and the “can-do-
community” with the purchase of
“Lake Life” packages by going to
www.almanorfoundation.com.

improvements and beautification of Chester,
encompassibg sidewalks, bike lanes and
many other street improvements. The
foundation will assist the Chamber and
others in execution and community fund
raising.

Mountain Volunteer Project (MVP)
There are many ways in which nonprofits

and service groups can work better together
to serve the needs of the people that live,
work, and play in the greater Lake Almanor
Area. A hub, or one-stop shop for volunteers
and volunteer services to assist our service
sector, fill the need for people to connect, and
foster a positive culture of volunteerism and
service defines and demonstrates the need for
MVP, which was kicked off in the spring,
20020 in answer to community needs at the
onset of COVID-19. 

Community Needs Funds
Restricted and unrestricted community

needs funds will be established through
endowments, public fund raising, and grants.
The fund will be made available for
scholarships and to organizations, or projects
that serve the needs of youth or families, or
the social, educational, economic, or cultural
needs of the Lake Almanor Basin and
neighboring communities.

Jeffroe’s Produce is a popular booth at the Farmers Market. Photo submitted

HCL
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few years ago I took a fall photo of
the former planning director with a
giant banana squash he was
immensely pleased with. Obviously
that was his gardening thing. I’ve

interviewed people who spent hours planning
and babysitting pumpkins — they raised
some whoppers.

And those are definitely not the only
produce in the garden for which people find

themselves waiting, admiring and discussing
with family and friends. 

My particular vegetable that is really
classified as a fruit, is the tomato. I love
tomatoes. I like reading about them, studying
their histories and raising them. I also like
eating them. The tomato is so incredibly
versatile. It’s wonderful eaten as it is, in
sandwiches or salads; frozen, canned, dried;
can you imagine spaghetti or chicken
cacciatore without them?

While the tomato didn’t originate in Italy,
not even on that continent, but in South
America and Mexico, they sure understood
how to use them.

At some point, someone at a seed company
must have decided I might like Tomato Dirt
that discusses nothing but tomatoes. 

In a recent edition the writers were talking
about ways to stake tomatoes. Some people
have that down pat. I’m one of those who’s
always going to get around to doing

something better.
One of my colleagues said she had her

husband weld rebar cages for her crops. I
really like that idea. They’re sturdy. They last.
A child who likes to throw things isn’t going
to smash them while innocently tossing them
around in the garden at the end of the season.
A pig wouldn’t mindlessly tear the fragile wire
rings from the thin posts as it looks for
leftover lettuce leaves, a bit of cabbage and
yes, any tomatoes that spoiled or blossom-
end spotted and was left in the bed.

Yes, I’m talking about those commonly
found wire tomato cages so many of us use. I
don’t know why I keep torturing myself and
buying them just to replace them in a season
or two. Even if I can’t get those marvelous-
sounding rebar supports, I could trim up
wood supports. Besides not being very
durable, I think one of my biggest complaints
about the flimsy wire cages I keep using, is
they’re not large enough and they fall over

Staking tomatoes for healthier, more bountiful crops

A

Michael Beatley, of Meadow Valley, makes sure his tomatoes are safely inside his
greenhouse. Meadow Valley has a short growing season. Photo by Michael Beatley

By Debra Moore
dmoore@plumasnews.com
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unless I tie them to one another and then
weave in other supports and tie all of that to a
fence or something secure. I do appreciate the
reversed design of the upside-down cages
that I first noticed last year. Aside from still
being constructed of materials that won’t
hold up, and the cost, I do like the idea of the
larger part of the support at the bottom.

Tomato Dirt seems to have many different
ideas on how to stake tomatoes. I’ve decided
to start buying the covered metal supports
that come in different lengths. This year I
purchased eight, thinking of supports for pole
beans, but I’m adding the shorter ones to my
list of wants and needs for next year.

What I need to catch up with this year is
staking my tomatoes as soon as I plant them.
I planted more tomatoes in the front beds
this year and haven’t carried the stands
around yet.

The writers of Tomato Dirt recommend
doing so immediately. Why? I’ll let them
explain. “Tomatoes grow vigorously. They
continually send up new stems, branches, and
blossoms. Staking tomatoes allows for better
air circulation, gives them more room to grow,
and prevents diseases. Tying up branches to
stakes or cages prevents them from breaking.”

The writers also recommend tying tomato
plants to the stakes. The following are tips
from Tomato Dirt writers:

• Locate the lower, thick part of the branch
below a fork. (Do not tie branch tips to stakes
as they are more likely to break.)

• Wrap one end of the tie around the thick
part of the branch and tie a granny (double)
knot. To get the best tension, imagine you’re
making a knot around your finger. Don’t pull
too tightly or you will injure or choke the
plant. The type of tape recommended are
those rolls of green easily cut slightly stretchy
ones that are found in many garden sections.
A roll goes quite a ways, it’s relatively
inexpensive and it’s easy to tie.

So far this year, I don’t know what
happened. One of our first tomatoes of the
year was doing very well. It was steadily

growing. The soil is rich with new sterilized
compost, it was receiving plenty of water, and
by that, I mean not too much water, and then
all of a sudden the side started to turn white
and it dropped off the vine. Rats!

We’ve already been treated to the
occasional tiny yellow or red tomato — they
were so sweet — at least the small one I got to
sample. Because he’s little, my grandson is
the usual recipient of any firsts from the
garden.

But I was so looking forward to trying that
particular tomato. It was just a run of the mill

Early Girl, an old favorite of mine. Have I
mentioned that I am behind this year? I
didn’t take the time to find the time to start
my tomatoes from seeds. Last year the starts
were glorious. Shelves set up around any
spare places in my kitchen were crowded with
trays of maturing plants, not just of tomatoes,
but of so much produce.

I did take the time to comb through online
catalogs from all my favorite growers. I did
order the seeds. I did admire the packets and
bags of them when they arrived in the mail. I
even purchased other varieties locally. I just
never took that all important step of getting
very many seeds into the new growing flats
and containers I had waiting. 

So, I bought my plants. That’s what I always
used to do. That was before I discovered that I
could successfully start my own. Although I
am happy to have tomatoes, various eggplant
varieties and peppers planted among seeds, I
have been very remiss this year. The only
consolation I have is that with seeing how low
Spanish Creek is coming out of Meadow
Valley and how low the Feather River is in the
canyon; we don’t have much water.

But a fellow gardener, Michael Beatley, is
doing great things. He followed through this
year. He sent several photos of his own
tomatoes. I’m pleased for him, while secretly
I’m envious.
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Propane • Ag Fuel • Oil/Grease
Equipment Repair & Maintenance

530.257.3416 • 702-190 Johnstonville Rd., Susanvillewww.edstaub.com •
Serving all of Lassen and Plumas Counties

Trust Ed Staub
& Sons for all your
fuel needs!

OPEN MON-FRI 10-5, SAT 11-4

531 Main St., Quincy
530.283.2266

Jewelry • Gifts • Purses
Clothing • Art/Office Supplies

Copy/Print/Scan/Fax
Quincy Souvenirs

All the fun
in one stop!

A cherry type of orange tomato looks like
it’s almost ready to eat. Michael Beatley
has won many prizes over the years at the
local Plumas-Sierra County Fair despite
having to deal with fewer growing days.
Photo by Michael Beatley

HCL
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elebrating Fairs Past” is so very
appropriate as a fair theme in 2021. The
whole point of keeping track of history
is to learn from what has happened
before. In 1942, only two years after the

beginning of the modern Plumas County Fair,
the August event was cancelled because of
World War II. Then again in 1943; and 1944,
and even in 1945. 

Our one year of no fair (2020) was
excruciating, we can only imagine what it was
like for our community back then. There were
similarities for sure — loss of life, a scary
enemy, and sacrifice of our normal way of
doing things. However, as they say, this too
shall end. And it did, and it has. There will be a
fair in 2021, and it will be the perfect
opportunity to celebrate what we have been
through. In 1946, attendance was greater than
the last fair in 1942, and we expect the same.

Of course, after the upheaval of the

pandemic, nothing will be the same, and that
will be the case for the 2021 Plumas Sierra
County Fair. It begins with the dates. 

The Horse Show, by design, was moved up
a couple of weeks to Saturday, July 31 and
Sunday, Aug. 1. This change was made to try
and accommodate many of the young people
who, in the past, had to make a decision
between showing an animal at the fair, or
participating in the horse show. We think this
move will also help to focus more attention on
this fun event. It’s free to attend and will be

High Country Life  •  August 2021 15

WELCOME TO THE 2021
PLUMAS-SIERRA COUNTY
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By John Steffanic

Fair Manager 

The magic of the carnival is particularly captivating at night. Feather Publishing file photo
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held in the horse arena. 
Then things get a little goofy. Due to the

uncertainty of COVID, the carnival that has
served our fair for over a decade booked a fair
in Oregon, not being too sure if our fair would
happen. The only way to fix the conflict of

dates was to move the fair back a week to
Thursday, Aug. 19 through Sunday, Aug. 22. 

Unfortunately, those dates didn’t work for
the meat processing company that was lined
up for the Junior Livestock Auction scheduled
for Sunday, Aug. 15. Solution? A 12-day fair!
The first in our history. Livestock shows will
begin on Wednesday, Aug. 11 and will end with
the annual Junior Livestock Auction on
Sunday, Aug. 15 at 9 a.m. in the SPI Pavilion.
There will be no other attractions or vendors
that week. The focus will be completely on the
showmanship and hard work of our 4H and
FFA members. All events are free and the
public is invited to attend.

After a couple days off, the rest of the fair
will open on Thursday, Aug. 19 and run
through Sunday, Aug. 22. This part of the fair
will feature the full carnival, a large selection of
entertainment, lots of food vendors, folks
selling things you haven’t seen before and all
the exhibit buildings will be open. 

16 High Country Life  •  August 2021

Next to
Feather River Fitness
362 Crescent St.,

Quincy
530.283.9605

We’ve got
EVERYTHING FOR      

YOUR 4H
ANIMALS!
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Two princesses tame the dragon. File photo Carnival at night. File photo Corndogs taste better when consumed in
the shade. File photo

DOING THE RIGHT THING SINCE 1952.

— Mon-Fri 8 am-6 pm, Sat 8 am-5 pm —

530.257.8883 • 2385 Main St., Susanville
530.283.1450 • 116 E Main St., Quincy

530.832.1533 • 73816 S Delleker, Portola

Tires • Brakes • Alignment
Shocks • Wheels • Batteries

The Perceptives,
Rich and Mariel Aimes,

perform daily throughout the fair.
Let them read your mind.

Photo submitted
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American Valley Speedway will have its
popular Fair race on Sunday, Aug. 22 at 7 p.m.
On Saturday night, at 7 p.m., all fairgoers are
invited to a concert by the entire Reno Pops
Orchestra under the direction of Plumas
County’s own Jane Brown. Expect a western
and patriotic themed performance on the
grass by the Family Gardens. Admission is
included with your fair admission. Saturday
afternoon features the exciting Firemen’s
Muster where local volunteer firefighters show
off their skills in competition.

The Plumas Bank Stage in Old Town will
offer live music Thursday, Friday and Saturday
nights, with beer from the Quincy Elks,
margaritas from the Portola Rotary, and a wine
bar by the Plumas Sierra County Fair
Foundation. Kids will be excited to visit Mind
Works in the Mineral Building all week.
STEM-based fun activities and games will keep
youngsters occupied and fascinated for hours. 

Marionettes have had a long history of
popularity at the fair, so it is only fitting that
the beautiful Puppets and Players Theater
should return to Quincy. They will be located
next to the Pioneer Schoolhouse. Just across
the street, on the Corner Stage, visitors will
find The Perceptives. Rich and Mariel Aimes
will blow your mind …. by reading it. Watch in
amazement as your friends and family have
their very thoughts revealed to the audience.
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Back in 2017, Grace Bristol readies her sheep Chewie who is sporting “fancy boots” or
a shag shear. Bristol and Chewie won best of show later in the day. Feather Publishing
file photo
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Lookout Grove will be filled with the
authentic Cowboy Camp of Cisco Jim and his
amazing horse Silverado. Jim and his hombres
will show you what it was like back in the Wild
West, and Silverado sings harmony as Cisco
Jim serenades his visitors with classic cowboy
songs. At least we are told he sings harmony! If
someone is looking for a more tropical vibe,
the Salsa Steel Drum band will be found
around the fairgrounds offering up Caribbean
tunes by the swaying palm, uh, pine trees.

Local celebrity Johnene McDonald, along
with her trusty four legged sidekicks, will have
her Harmony Ridge Pet Parade in full swing.
Watch as her furry friends make their way
through a canine obstacle course, and then see
how local youngsters do on the same course.
She promises lots of surprises, from music to
crafts, so be sure to stop by on the Peppard
Cabin promenade.

The folks at Plumas Arts have lined up a
group of working artists to set up shop in
Artropolis on the West Lawn, near the Family
Gardens each day. Visit and ask questions as
these professionals as they create their art and
share their knowledge. It’s free and they love
the interest.

Amazingly, only twp of the regular food
vendors were not able to accommodate the
date change of the fair. All the favorites are
back, including Thai food, burgers, garlic fries,
funnel cakes, gourmet hot dogs, shaved ice,
mini donuts, lemonade, Indian tacos, Mexican
food and BBQ. The fair is always looking for
new and exciting food offerings and will
continue the search until the last possible
moment. 

The commercial building known as Serpilio
Hall is filling up with a variety of vendors and
organizations that are offering exciting
products and useful information. 
Exhibit-filled venues like the Floriculture
Building, the Art Barn and the Home Arts
Building will be displaying all the best that
Sierra and Plumas County residents have
made, grown or raised. The true health of any
county fair is in how many exhibits it has. Not
only is it exciting for an exhibitor to win a
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Restaurant & FULL Bar • Cabins
www.buckslakeshoreresort.com

530•283•2848

Kayaks • Pontoon,
Fishing & Ski Boats

www.buckslakemarina.com

530•283•4243

Web Design • Web Development • Support
Maintenance • Updates • Speed Optimization

eCommerce Sites • Membership Sites

smcdesign.dev • 530.616.8111 • info@smcdesign.dev

Let Us Handle Your Website
So You Can Focus on Your Business.
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The Imagination Gallery, open daily in the Mineral Building, captivates youth and
provides a respite from the afternoon heat. Photo submitted
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ribbon and a premium, but it’s a vote of
support to the fair when you enter something. 
The entire exhibit guide with all the things
anyone can enter in the fair is available on the
front page of the fair website; www.plumas-
sierracountyfair.net.

Admission to enter the fair the week of Aug.
19-22 is $6 for adults, $5 for seniors and
students and $4 for kids, 11 and under. Sunday
is a Pay What You Can Day; just put whatever
you want in the donation bucket. Thursday,
Aug. 19, is Seniors and Kids Day; free
admission for kids 11 and under and seniors 62
and over. As is the tradition for the first day of
the fair, a free senior luncheon will be served
by the Family Gardens at noon, hosted by
Plumas County Public Health and Safeway.

Presale Carnival tickets are already available
for purchase at locations around both
counties. They can be found at all Plumas
Bank Branches, Safeway and the Fair Office in
Quincy; Sierra Valley Home Center in
Loyalton; Sierra Valley Feed in Sierraville; and
Evergreen Market in Greenville. The high value
Golden Ticket is back! This $90 ticket entitles
the holder to unlimited carnival rides, every
day of the fair. It also features several coupons
good for 2 for 1 midway games, free popcorn
with purchase and a free souvenir.

The other alternative is a Carnival Coupon
for $25 which is worth $32 in ride tickets, or can
be exchanged for a one day unlimited ride
wristband on Thursday or Sunday. There are
no ride wristbands sold by the carnival on
Friday or Saturday. The Golden Ticket and
Carnival Coupon must be purchased before
Wednesday, August 18. In case you are
wondering, there is a chart of how tall you have
to be to ride on the various carnival rides on
the fair website. Not all the rides will be at the
fair, but at least you will know who can ride
what.

The fair opens each day at noon and closes
at 10 p.m. on Thursday and Sunday, and
midnight on Friday and Saturday. A
frequently-asked-questions section will be on
the fair website, as well as up-to-the-minute
changes.
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Monthly salary range:  $3,924 - $6,364
Benefits: DOC employee benefits include medical, dental, vision and basic employee life
coverage through the Public Employees’ Benefit Board (PEBB) and retirement benefits through
the Public Employees Retirement System (PERS). Paid vacation leave and sick leave are accrued
monthly and wage increases are awarded in accordance with the applicable labor contract.

Visit our website or contact: Kelli Ketchum 503-269-4867

180 NUGGET LANE
QUINCY, CA 95971

530.283.1162
“your friendly hooker”
Serving you for over 41 years.

We Tow Them & Fix Them, Too!

CONTRACT
STATION

AUTO • TRUCK
R.V. • BOATS

SERVICE & REPAIR

530.283.1162

For all your towing needs

www.QuincyTow.com
QUINCY TOW SERVICE & REPAIR

CHECK ENGINE LIGHT REPAIRS
REGULAR MAINTENANCE

AIR CONDITIONING
ELECTRICAL REPAIRS

TIMING BELTS • OIL CHANGES
TUNE UPS • BRAKES

COMPUTER DIAGNOSTICS
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Livestock shows will begin on Wednesday, Aug. 11 and will end with the annual
Junior Livestock Auction on Sunday, Aug. 15 at 9 a.m. in the SPI Pavilion. There
will be no other attractions or vendors that week. The focus will be completely on
the showmanship and hard work of our 4H and FFA members. All events are free
and the public is invited to attend. Photo submitted via social media

Don’t miss the FFA and 4-H
Junior Livestock Shows and Auction!

HCL
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Thursday, August 19
Seniors and Kids Day

(11 and under or 62+ are free all day)
12 noon Fair officially opens
12 noon Special Luncheon for Seniors
6:30-9:30 p.m. Live Music-Crystal Ridge
Band/Plumas Bank Stage in Old Town

10 p.m. Fair & Carnival closes

Friday, August 20
12 noon Fair opens
7:30-11:30 p.m. Live Music - Deja vu
Plumas Bank Stage in Old Town

Midnight Fair & Carnival closes

Saturday, August 21
12 noon Fair opens
3 p.m. Fireman’s Muster/The Plaza
7 p.m. Reno POPS Orchestra/West
Lawn
7:30-11:30 p.m. Live Music-
Rummy/Plumas Bank Stage in Old Town
Midnight Fair & Carnival closes

Sunday, August 22
10 a.m. Fair Parade/Downtown Quincy
12 noon Fair opens
7 p.m. American Valley Speedway
Races/Grandstands
10pm Fair & Carnival closes

Daily entertainment
(rough schedule)
12 noon Imagination Gallery opens in
Mineral Building
12 noon Cisco Jim Cowboy Camp
opens/Lookout Grove
12 noon Harmony Ridge Pet Parade
opens on Peppard Cabin Promenade
12 noon Salsa Steel Drum Band/For
Senior Luncheon
12:30-4:30 p.m. Working Artists in
Artropolis
1:30 p.m. Puppets & Players/Next to the
Pioneer Schoolhouse
2:30 p.m. The Perceptives/Corner Stage
3:30 p.m. Salsa Steel Drum Band/Front
Gate
4 p.m. Puppets & Players/Next to the
Pioneer Schoolhouse
5:30 p.m. The Perceptives/Corner Stage
6:30 p.m. Puppets & Players/Next to the
Pioneer Schoolhouse
7:30 p.m. The Perceptives/Corner Stage
8 p.m. Imagination Gallery in Mineral
Building closes
8:30 p.m. Salsa Steel Drum Band/Front
Gate
9 p.m. Quircus/Front Gate
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Plumas and Sierra
County 4-H and FFA

members will offer
top quality market

animals to the
highest

bidder. All
animals are
judged and
pre-selected

for the
auction
during
the fair.Champions

sell first!

Sunday,
August 15 • PLUMAS-SIERRA FAIRGROUNDS, QUINCY

Buyer registration 7:30-9 am • Full breakfast hosted by Plumas Co. Sheriff’s Assoc. 7:30-8:45 am
Junor Livestock Auction 9:00 am • USDA meat processors: Messina Meats and Mercado Meats

For more information contact Megan Neer 775.771.5493 or Suzanne Powers 530.412.2981.
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2021 PLUMAS-SIERRA COUNTY FAIR HIGHLIGHTS
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• Commercial
• Residential
• Driveways
• Parking

Lots
• Roads

530.994.3209
Serving Sierra, Plumas and Lassen Counties
Lenny Bertagnolli • CA Lic. #690862

Local people and local products
supporting our community.

Serving Plumas and
Lassen Counties
for over 24 years

R E S I D E N T I A L
&  C O M M E R C I A L

Call us for a
FREE ESTIMATE

(530) 258-3306
www.digitconst.com

CA Lic #747715  •  LTO #A11254
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“CELEBRATING FAIRS PAST”
he theme of this year’s Plumas-Sierra
County Fair is “Celebrating Fairs Past,”
so in the spirit of the theme, Fair
Manager John Steffanic shared some
photos honoring earlier days of the fair.

Initially the fair was regional in nature. The
first was held in 1859, but it was held
sporadically and traveled throughout the
region to areas such as Taylorsville and
Susanville. 

The first modern Plumas County Fair was

held in 1940 and took just six months to
organize according to a news account of the
event published in the Feather River Bulletin.
It was held for a couple of years until it was
interrupted by World War II. The fair was
back in 1946. 

While Sierra County was always a part of
the Plumas County Fair, its name was officially
added when Sierra County officials agreed to
contribute $5,000 annually to the effort.
Photos courtesy of Plumas-Sierra County Fair

J.P. Bramley, president of the Plumas
County Board of Supervisors, breaks
ground on the Plumas County
fairgrounds. Shown with him are Virginia
Bailey Gossett, left, and Sheila Daly
Marcus. 

T

The fair board of directors gathers
around the table to plan the annual fair.
Decades later the setting remains the
same.

A news article in the Feather River
Bulletin heralds the success of the fair
that took just six months to organize.

Fair Manager Tulsa Scott is honored by
the Western Fairs Association in this
undated photo.

A full-page ad in the
Feather River Bulletin
invites the community
to the fair in 1940.
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ome local groups recognize a need in
the community and then find a way
fill it. While serving our local
veterans, Susanville’s VFW William
Davidson Post 2381 has also
dedicated itself to serving many

groups and individuals in our community.
Ron Wood, a member of the local post who

also serves as the VFW’s District 8

commander, said, “Over the past six years
we’ve given more than $30,000 back to the
community … People come to us and ask for
help. We’re there for that. If people need help
and they come in and ask us for it, we’ll
probably give it to them. We’re open to the
community. Tell me, what other group has
donated $30,000 to the community?”

So far in 2021, the VFW has donated $750 to
the community. In 2020, it donated $4,511.43;
in 2019, $4,800.65; in 2018, $6,654.58; in 2017,
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zaengles.com • 2800 Main St., Susanville • 530.257.7788 *Interest will be calculated on your account from the purchase date. If the
purchase balance is not paid in full within 6 months or if you make a  late

payment, interest will be charged on the total purchase.

NO INTEREST
WITH PAYMENTS
FOR 6 MONTHS!*

30,000 Sq. Ft. Fully Stocked
Showroom!

FREE DELIVERY
and haul away in Lassen and Plumas counties!

Carpet • Hardwood
Vinyl Plank • Vinyl by...

By

Donald Moose presents a check for
$250 to Joanne Darlington and Berva
Treat, of Susanville’s Soaring Eagle
Blue Star Mothers, last month as
VFW members Nick Padilla, Dan
Rash, Anthony Lares, Michael Shin,
and Ron Wood look on. File photo

VFW supports our local community

By Sam Williams
swilliams@lassennews.com S
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$5,377; and in 2016, $7,672.10.
Wood said he wanted to give kudos to

Donald Moose, Susanville’s VFW William
Davidson Post 2381 commander, for his
dedication to the group and its donations to
the community.

Wood said the group recently celebrated its
100th anniversary without any fanfare due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. The local post is
open to any veteran, and it currently boasts
about 130 members who recently supported
Sober Grad and donated $1,000 to the
scholarship program at the high school. They
recently donated $250 to sponsor local
racecar driver Luke Urrutia (No. 97) out at
Diamond Mountain Speedway. They’ve also
supported Johnstonville, Diamond View and
Meadow View schools’ fight against COVID
($500 to each school), individual students
such as Abby Dunn, veteran Gary Felt as he
battled cancer, the Cadet Corps at LHS,
Scouts, cheerleaders, the drill team, the 4-H
club and many, many more.

“We gave $750 to the high school to help
the homeless high school kids,” Wood said.

He said the group also supports its
auxiliary organization.

Wood also said the group sent 18 medals to
different organizations recognizing service at
the Battle of the Bulge in World War II. He
said the group received the medals in 1976,
but for some reason they were never
distributed.

Wood said the group is pretty active and
following the group’s Facebook page is the
best way for the community to keep up with
what it’s doing.

For more information on the VFW William
Davidson Post 2381 or its activities, call Wood
at (530) 310-0428.
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530.251.2330 • 705-670 Hwy 395 E, Susanville
530.310.0453 • 130 Main Street, Chester
OPEN 7 DAYS! Susanville: Mon-Sat 9-5:30pm, Sunday 10-3pm • Chester: Mon-Tue 9-4pm, Wed-Sat 9-5, Sun 10-3pm

Stop by for your free guide and get expert advice from our garden gurus!
Sign up for our e-news for classes and events!
everybloomin.com • Buy gift cards online!

The Veterans of Foreign Wars and the American Legion
present the Peace Officers and Firefighters Annual Awards
Ceremony at Veterans Memorial Hall. District 8 Commander
Ron Wood said the group has been honoring law
enforcement and first responders since 1963. In 2019, Sierra
Army Depot officer Alex Soriano, left, and Sgt. Scott
Alejandro, right, pose with chief Jason Doughty after the two
officers were named Officers of the Year at SIAD. Soriano was
named Security Officer of the Year, and Alejandro was
named Police Officer of the Year. File photo

In 2020, the Lassen County Veterans of Foreign Wars honored fellow
member Gary Felt with a check to help in his battle with cancer. VFW
members Donald Moore, left, Nick Padilla, Benjamin Bond, Gary Felt,
Anthony Lars, Susan Felt, Daniel Rash and Ron Wood pose for a photo
following the donation. File photo

Continuing with its
dedication to support
local organizations in

2019, the Veterans of
Foreign Wars presents a

$250 check to the
Janesville Lake 4-H Club.

File photo

HCL
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hen you climb to the top of the world, how do you
come back to earth? For Quincy physician, Dr. April
Leonardo, it’s being able to return to a welcoming
community and share her story. April flew out of Reno
on April 1 to realize a lifetime goal — climbing Mount
Everest. I interviewed her in advance of her trip, and a

story detailing her intensive training and other preparations ran in
the May issue of this magazine.

While she was gone I followed her progress via posts on her
website: https://badasshottiestrutsherevereststuff.weebly.com.
Her blog posts became a must-read for me each morning and I
recommend them for anyone who wants a first-hand, real-time
account of climbing Everest. Her descriptions of the terrain, the

food, the people, and the challenges, put me on the mountain with
her. I marveled at her tenacity and her endurance. 

During her trek, she faced her worst fears — extreme cold, the
possibility of not summiting, and even death. On the day she
summited, she was making her way back down the mountain and
passed a group of climbers heading up. Two of them would die
from lack of oxygen. April ran out of oxygen twice — once while
sleeping and the other on the trek down. Had she not woken up,
she could have met the same fate as the climbers she saw. 

But her story isn’t all serious. It’s entertaining to read about her
penchant for collecting rocks and adding them to her already
heavy packs, or to read about the copious amounts of food that the
petite woman ate. It’s interesting to hear her descriptions about

By Debra Moore
dmoore@plumasnews.com

W
This practice hike on the ice shows the severity of the conditions on Mount Everest.
Ashish, a non-Sherpa Nepali guide, leads Dr. April Leonardo. Photo submitted
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Nicotine’s addictive, but
it’s also a neuotoxin that
can harm teens’
developing brains.
And the changes can be
permanent.

FlavorsHookKids.org

Lassen County
Public Health

Paid for by Lassen County
Public Health Agency

530.251.8183

how to relieve oneself in subzero
temperatures — and how attempts at
modesty are sometimes hopeless. And she
wanted it known that contrary to what she
thought going in, one does not have to pack
their own waste out; there are other disposal
methods.

Much of what happened leading to and on
Everest came as a surprise. One would think
that if someone were planning to climb
Everest they might research it thoroughly, but
April said that she never watched a movie or
read a book about the experience. She didn’t
know what the Hillary Step was until she
returned home and Googled it. (It’s dedicated
to Edmund Hillary, the first person to summit
Everest.) 

But even if she had studied up, this was an
unusual year to be on Mount Everest. All
climbing was suspended in 2019 due to
coronavirus and this year permits were
limited. When the virus hit the mountain,
even more people were unable to make the
trek. “It seemed that anyone who wasn’t
vaccinated got COVID and that delayed or
derailed their plans,” she said. “I was
vaccinated and I shared chapstick and a tent
with people who got COVID and I never did,”
nor did anyone else she knew who was
vaccinated.

After April returned home, we met twiceThe shadow of Mount Everest at sunrise is one of April’s favorite photos from her trip.
Photo by April Leonardo
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to talk about her trip and review her photos. I
asked her the presumably usual questions,
and hopefully some unusual ones, but
ultimately no one can tell her story better
than April herself. 

April summited Mount Everest on May 12
with team member Ryan, a Utah pilot, along
with Tenji Sherpa. Other team members
summited close to the same timeframe. 

What is it like to climb Mount Everest?
Following are portions of April’s post from
May 12, the day she summited Everest.

April’s home away from home during her time on Mount Everest. This was the base
model; others paid for more extravagant tents. Photo by April Leonardo

Dr. April Leonardo at a hotel in
Katmandu following her ascent of Mt.
Everest. Selfie by April Leonardo
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Today was yesterday and yesterday was
today. It was all one fluid space in time...time
that couldn't pass fast enough, as far as I was
concerned. Jessica had told me that no one
remembers summit day because they're so
hypoxic and out of it that it’s all sort of a blur.
I beg to differ. I had the complete opposite
experience, and I am grateful for that. I think I
remember every moment of summit day: it

was a hard day. It’s always hard to make these
types of statements accurately, or objectively,
but I feel as though I can say, with some
certainty, that it was the hardest day of my
life. So many components of it were a
challenge ... It was a mental game of multi-
tasking or constantly re-directing my brain to
keep it from shutting down.

The first eight hours were spent in complete

darkness. There was lightning on the horizon
to the north. This was a bit disconcerting, but
I guess it was a long way off. The whole
situation was surreal. I kept seeing lights
flashing, or twinkling on what seemed like a
natural horizon, so my brain instinctively
thought civilization, humans in their homes,
humans going about their normal lives,
humans eating in restaurants, etc. Then I

From left: Tenji Sherpa, Big Tendi Sherpa, climber Ryan
(from Utah) and April wear scarves celebrating their ascent
of Mount Everest. The scarves, known as Khata, are given for
birthdays and other special occasions. The climbers carried
scarves that had been previously part of a Puju ceremony on
their backpacks. They are considered a blessing.
Photo submitted

Though it’s difficult to see who’s who behind the oxygen masks —
climbers Ryan, David and Dr. April Leonardo pause between camps 3
and 4. Camp 4 is the last stop before ascent to the summit.
Photo submitted
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would realize that I was too high up for that,
and in fact, I was seeing the stars. I made that
same confusion over and over again. But who
looks down, and all around, at the stars? It
was an out-of-body feeling. And there wasn't a
moon that I can recall, so the darkness —
apart from our headlamps and the stars —
was tangible, was all-encompassing. It felt, for
me, surely disorienting, and at times both
suffocating and completely endless, like I was
climbing in the abyss of space. I couldn't see
what was coming next. I couldn't see from
where I had come. I couldn't monitor my
progress. I had no sense of time or space. I
kept feeling (really more like wishful thinking)
like I should be reaching a flat area, a col, a
ridge, a traverse ... anything flat ... any
reprieve from up, but it never came. I mean, I
knew I was climbing Mt. Everest, but doesn’t
every mountain have ups and downs?! Jeez!
Without any light, and without an intimate
knowledge of the mountain, I had no sense of
place to ground my mind. I wasn't able to drop
mental milemarkers or to create intermediary
goals to help me mentally grasp the bigger
(biggest) picture of what I was trying to
accomplish…

… Here was the deal: it was cold — we're
talking -40°F, and I needed to keep my whole
face covered, but even between my head buff,
goggles, O2 mask, and hoods (no helmet),
there were still little areas on my cheeks that
were getting windburnt, so I worried about
frostbite…

Then the sun came up
… Somehow with the start of the day, I saw

an end to the day, and that livened my spirits.
(I make it sound as though I was utterly
miserable, but really, it was more of the worry
that utter misery was coming, and I wanted to
be able to show myself it would have
boundaries and that I was prepared for it.)
What a glorious sight. It truly was the most
beautiful view in the world. Words can't
describe it, and my phone wouldn't unlock
with my gloves and my camera battery had
died, so I can't even show you a photo...not
that it could have done the image a shred of

justice. Simply unspeakable. Unreal. Not of
this earth. Absolutely, unforgettably, perfect.
#ChestSwell …

… The Hillary Step was the hardest part of
the climb because it wasn't covered in snow.
This meant that we had to make our way
across slanted slabs of rock, with crazy drop-
offs, a chaotic rope system, and a dead body,
while wearing crampons that don't bite into
rock. I call it a chaotic rope system, but it
really isn't a system at all. The ropes aren't
taken down year to year, so there are
numerous ropes of different colors and sizes
and ages and materials going in multiple
different directions, attached to a number of
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Rev. Todd DuBord
Former Chaplain for Chuck Norris

We Make
Home Painting

Easy!
• Call for Free Consultation
• Free Written Estimate
• We’ll Prep and Paint Your Home 

on Schedule

Matthew Artaz
Painting

Lic. #805146 • Insured & Bonded

mjartaz@live.com • 530.616.5876

The white flour visible on the face
of Dr. April Leonardo, left, is the
result of a pre-summit Puju. The
flour signifies a blessing to make

it safely up and down the
mountain so as to have the

opportunity to grow old and grow
a white beard. Photo submitted
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different points, making it hard, at times, to
know which to attach to. Also, the haphazard
network of ropes, not unlike the Cat's Cradle
string game I used to play as a kid, drastically
increased the odds of getting tangled or,
worse, catching a crampon point and
tripping/tumbling away. It was intimidating
enough going up, and I like going up things,
that I began to worry, even more than I
already was, about going back down it. This
section made me legitimately anxious about
going either direction…

… Tenji switched out my O2 tank within
sight of — probably a 2-minute walk from -
the summit. I had used one bottle to get to the
summit — not bad. I wasn't quite out yet, but
he didn't want us to have to rush on the
summit. Him switching it then meant I was off
oxygen for maybe a minute at 29,000 feet.
(Remember, the Death Zone starts at 26,000
feet.) Sitting there on the snow, I just stared
forward at the horizon. I tried to focus on
slow/normal and steady breaths, willing
myself to stay conscious. (Also remember that
Ryan passed out between 26-27,000 feet when
his regulator broke.) I could feel myself getting
lightheaded and the periphery less focused,
and I wanted to ask Tenji to hurry. I knew that
request wouldn't change his speed, though, so
I said nothing and just sat motionless...well,
motionless other than the more and more
rapid rise and fall of my chest. I made it. When

the oxygen came back on, I felt kind of like
what I imagine one of the toys I played with as
a kid felt like: a dehydrated blue-purple plastic
(?) frog that, when dropped in a glass of water,
would significantly expand, losing its shriveled
look and becoming a more lively blue…

…Ryan and I summited together at exactly
08:00, just under 12 hours after starting. We
arrived after a decent-sized Asian group, but
within 15 minutes, we had the summit to
ourselves. Tenji took some photos for me:
Peppa the Pig — I just love pigs, Quintopia —
thank you for the support and the gear, Sand
Creek Brewing Co. — thank you for the
kindness and the job, and Plumas District
Hospital —  thank you so much for making
this dream of mine happen this year; I'm so
happy to have found my home in Quincy... 

… The descent was brutal. I completely
understand how people die on Everest. For me,
it wasn't summit fever — honestly, I never
really felt that, at least not what I imagine it
to be — rather, it was the sudden realization
of the magnitude of what it would take to get
back down. Typical, maybe, as most deaths
happen on the way down. But I had been
worried about getting down from the start, so
it also wasn't like I had ignored that part. It is
sort of surreal to think back on that moment,
because I have never in my life felt so
powerless to my fate. There have been other
instances where I thought death was a real

possibility — once flying a little Cessna and
once canyoneering, but nothing ever where I
felt too weak to change that course. This time,
I didn't even have that burst of energy or brain
power to try to find a way out. Such a strange
feeling. I hope I never have it again…

…My moment came shortly after the
summit - maybe 5 to 10 minutes. I simply
wanted to give up. I just wanted to sit down
and let whatever happen, happen. I imagined
the disappointment of people at home that I
didn't make it back: the brief disbelief followed
so quickly by acceptance, it was as though
they expected it… 

…The descent felt like an insurmountable
obstacle between me and freedom. I was
already lightheaded. Everything was fuzzy. I
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722 Main St., Susanville • 530.257.2392 BOOK     NOOK
Margie’s

Dr. April Leonardo on the final ascent of
Mount Everest — approximately one-half
hour from the summit. Photo submitted
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felt like I was swimming in gravity. I couldn't
get enough air. My legs didn't want to move. I
slumped down, unsteady and in resignation,
on the snow, hyperventilating and barely
having the wherewithal to keep my upper body
from tipping over. I told Tenji I just needed a
break. He said, "No, we still have a long way to

the South Col." I didn't hesitate. I didn't want
to look weak. I rolled myself back to standing,
worrying, wondering, how it ever was going to
be possible for me to get back to the South
Col. And that's when I realized I'd had water
once, maybe twice, in 12 hours, and I had eaten
nearly nothing in those same 12 hours. There
was a glimmer of hope for me yet. I got out my
Skratch energy gummies with caffeine -
cranberry? - that were in my left breast pocket
and made my way through the pack, sharing a
few with Ryan and Tenji. Sure enough, my
brain started to come back to life. Turns out,
that was all I needed. Little Tendi had told us
to eat and drink something every hour, but
this wasn't Tenji's philosophy. At least now I
know it needs to be mine…

…The whiteout was closing in on us, and by
the last few rappels, it was difficult (read:
unavoidable) — at times — to not be blown
over by the crazy winds. But we made it back
to Camp 4 around 14:00. We had been
preceded by David and followed by Rob, and
several hours later, by Dr. Mike. Again, it's a
miracle that he made it. Heck, I feel lucky that
I made it! There was no way we were going
down to Camp 2, and of this I was glad. I had a
big enough day as it was. What a relief, what a
wonderful feeling, to be back in the relative
warmth and safety of our tent… 

While there are pages and pages of
remarkable adventures and insights to read
on her blog, this entry might just articulate
best why she climbed Mount Everest:

About halfway to Camp 1, Ryan stopped us,
and we took one last look at Everest and the
path of our climb there. He said how odd it
was that a pile of rocks could hold so much
meaning to us. Everest isn't really just a pile of
rocks, though, is it? Just as the body of a loved
one isn't really them, isn't really what you love
... There is an energy, an invisible super glue,
that unites what is seen and unseen and
creates a more complete version of that pile of
rocks, or that body, to which we then assign
love and meaning.

With Mount Everest behind her, April
already has her sights set on climbing K2, the
the second highest mountain in the world at
28,251 feet. It is also among the deadliest with
one person dying for every four who reach the
summit. K2 is a more difficult and dangerous
climb than Everest, due in part to its more
inclement weather. As of February 2021, only
377 people have completed the ascent to its
summit. 

Again April will climb to one of the highest
points in the world, but she will have her
community waiting for her when she comes
back down to earth. 
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Wellness Starts Here
24/7 Health Care. When You Need Us The Most.

At Eastern Plumas Health Care, wellness starts here.  Together, we’ll provide for a healthier you. 

GRAEAGLE MEDICAL CLINIC
(530) 836-1122

7597 Hwy. 89, Graeagle, CA

PORTOLA MEDICAL CLINIC
(530)832-6600

480 First St., Portola CA

LOYALTON MEDICAL CLINIC
(530)993-1231

725 Third St. Loyalton, CA

MAIN HOSPITAL
(530)832-6500 * (800) 571-EPHC

24-HR. Emergency Room
Ambulance: (CALL 911)

500 First Ave., Portola CA

500 First Avenue    Portola, CA 96122  •  530.832.6600  • www.ephc.org

Dr. April Leonardo, a physician at Plumas
District Hospital, holds the hospital
banner after she climbed to the summit
of Mount Everest on May 12.
Photo submitted
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Plumas Crisis Intervention &
Resource Center provides an array
of emergency and homeless
services, access to temporary and
permanent housing, peer and grief
counseling and an array of support
and stabilization services
countywide in Plumas County.  As
the summer progresses and fire
season challenges our county, crisis
agency staff serve as first
responders, working closely with
county agencies, to assist
individuals and families in the
event of natural disasters. Agency
services can be accessed at our
temporary offices located at Ohana
House, 175 Main Street in Quincy
and/or calling 530-283-5515.

Over the last month, PCIRC has
continued its journey to build the
capacity of the agency in the
purchase of real property
acquisitions to advance and expand
our work for underserved
individuals and families, young
adults, the homeless and
transitioning offenders. The
purchase of the Pangea site in
downtown Quincy has been
completed with the generous
support of an Angel Investor.  This
site will soon become known as
the Dragonfly Café, mirroring
our agency symbol of change,
adaptability, and
transformation toward new
beginnings. This newly
developing restaurant and
culinary training program
will serve locals and tourists
alike while creating both
new jobs at the site and job
placement opportunities
throughout the region.
Dragonfly Café will be home to
our satellite food pantry and will 

create meals for the homeless and
other food insecure populations.
Other workforce development
training programs will be
incorporated into this model in the
future to assist participants in
making life-changing decisions that
build and sustain future careers
leading to permanent housing
opportunities and independence.
All PCIRC programming includes
intensive case management and
access to services to enrich the lives
of participants, strengthen families
and empower all on their journey
and path toward success.

PCIRC has purchased a property
with multiple cabin units to be used
as future transitional housing sites
and is working on the purchase of
property for the

development of the North Star
Navigation Center to serve the
homeless. The agency is
collaborating with Plumas County
to establish a Veterans Resource
Outpost to provide housing and
multiple services for the high
number of Veterans living in
Plumas County. Each of these
projects is designed to eliminate
barriers, create second chances, and
provide opportunities for hard-to-
serve populations including the
homeless, transitioning offenders
and parolees, Veterans, young
adults leaving the foster care
system, senior citizens, and low-
income families.

For those interested in joining us
as an Angel Investor or wishing to
donate to specific program
development, inquiries can be
made to PCIRC at P. O. Box 3005,
Quincy, CA 95971 or by calling Scott
McCallum, Executive Director or
Cathy Rahmeyer, Director of
Operations at 530-283-5515. 

Plumas Crisis Intervention and Resource Center (PCIRC)
175 Main Street, Quincy • 530 .283. 5515

In almost every part of the world,   the Dragonfly symbolizes change,
transformation, adaptability and self-realization.

The Dragonfly has been a symbol of happiness, new beginnings and
change for many centuries. The Dragonfly means hope,

change and love.
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here are certain destinations in this
region of the state that warrant a visit –
whether you’re a local or just passing
through. 

For years I’ve been meaning to find
the tunnels on the Bizz Johnson Trail. I’d seen
the pictures in Feather Publishing’s own
Lassen County Visitors Guide, but had yet to
successfully make the trek for myself. Sure,
half-hearted attempts were made, but they
were without effort or forethought:  I started
off at the wrong trailhead, I started too late,
or I never bothered to actually look at a map. 

This summer, though, I was determined. 
A few months ago, the Bizz Johnson Trail

received some national recognition. The Wall
Street Journal included the local trail in its
June article, “6 Incredible Bike Trips You Can
Easily Do Yourself,” and the town was abuzz
with the excitement of the wide-spread and
well-deserved acknowledgment. 

“The fragrance of ponderosa and Jeffrey
pines accompanies you on this remote, 25-
mile trail that follows the former route of the
Southern Pacific Railroad. Weaving through
original train tunnels and across historic
railroad bridges in a rugged canyon land, the
Bizz Johnson … connects Westwood with
Susanville, both former logging towns,” read

the article. 
The article made me feel guilty, though.

Living here for almost a decade, I barely
sought out the nearby iconic destination. 

So one morning in June, just before the
heat wave, we embarked on the trail from
Devil’s Corral Trailhead off Highway 36. 

Heading back toward Susanville, the trail
was flat with stunning views of the Susan
River weaving around bends and beneath
bridges. Deer and small animals crossed
before us as we shared the path with bikers
and families camping. There were some
shaded areas, but sunscreen and hats were a
smart decision. 

About 45 minutes into the walk, the first
tunnel peaked through the trees. And there it
stood. Shortly after passing through the first
tunnel, another bridge led to the second. 

The two tunnels are part of the original
railroad line, which ran from 1914 to 1956,
mainly transporting lumber. One is 800 feet
long, the other 450.

Walking through, the senses are
overwhelmed with the smell of wood as eyes
adjust to the dark — the smell alone is worth
the trek. 

Overall, with just a little planning, the
tunnels were much easier to journey to than I
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• Building Materials
• Doors
• Hardware
• Paint - Interior/Exterior
• Lumber
• Plumbing Supplies
- and much more!

TRAEGER DEALER

A Division of

540 Main St.
Chester

530.258.2131
collinsco.com/Locations/BuildersSupply

Builders Supply
Supplying all your building
needs for over
50 years!

After walking about 45 minutes on the Bizz Johnson Trail, starting from the Devil’s Corral
trailhead and heading toward Susanville, the first of the two tunnels emerged.
Photo by Makenzie Freedman

By Makenzie Freedman
mfreedman@lassennews.com

In search of:  The Bizz Johnson Trail tunnels

T
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ATTENTION
All Bargain, Fortune and Treasure Seekers!

THEE UP-SCALE YARDSALE
is returning to Quincy!

Aug. 18, 19, 20, 21 & 22
Hwy 70 & Fairgrounds Rd

Yard art, furniture, glassware, kitchenware and much
more. Shop early! You don’t want to miss this sale, it’s 

HUGE!

Featuring exhibits on lumber grades, forest stands, old photos
and implements, the mission  is to teach principles of
lumbering, forestry and sustainability and there is
no admission fee.

The museum building, completed in 2007, was constructed to look like the
old sawmill building operated by Collins Pine Co. from 1943-2001. The open-beam structure
provides an appealing space where different species of wood from the area are featured. Inside are
information panels and interactive displays on lumbering, forestry, wood identification, principles of
sustainability and the history of Collins Pine. Visitors can view a film on forestry-related topics in the
museum’s small theater. 

Outside the building is a short viewing path featuring trucks and equipment used by Collins Pine
during the 1940s -1960s. There is also a 400-year-old Sugar Pine cross section dating back to 1620.

OPEN MID-MAY TO MID-OCTOBER, WED-SAT, 9-5

on the Collins Pine Lawn off

Main St., Chester • 530.258.2111

had imagined, and anyone up for an easy, but
rewarding hike should consider making the
journey. 

The Bizz Johnson Trail
In 1978, Southern Pacific Railroad received

approval to abandon most of the old line that
carried lumber and sometimes passengers
from 1914 through 1956. Following legal
abandonment of the line, the Bureau of Land
Management spearheaded the rails-to-trails
conversion of the old railroad grade.

Former U.S. Congressman Harold T. “Bizz”
Johnson, who served in the House of
Representatives from 1958 to 1980, was

On a warm morning, a walk through
the two tunnels on the Bizz Johnson
Trail provides a cool escape from the
summer sun. Photo by Makenzie
Freedman

The Bizz Johnson Trail
deserves all the

recognition it gets.
Make sure to walk

through the tunnels!
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530.252.1199 • 600 Main Street, Susanville • HoneyLakeFirearms.com

instrumental in helping establish the 30-mile
segment as a rails-to-trails conversion for
recreational use. The trail is named in his
honor.

In it’s entirety, the Bizz Johnson Trail spans
25.4 miles from Susanville to Mason Station. 

The trail follows the old Fernley and Lassen
Branch Line of the Southern Pacific Railroad,
with the first 16 miles following the Susan
River. 

This trail offers something for everyone, all
year round. From hiking, biking, horseback
riding, and cross country skiing, there is
always something to do on the trails. 

There is even a bus that can transport trail
users and carry up to eight bicycles that runs
between Susanville and Westwood three
times a day Monday through Friday, and

The Bizz Johnson Trail has
something to offer walkers, bikers,

runners, horse riders, cross
country skiers and wildlife

enthusiasts.
Photo by Makenzie Freedman
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twice on Saturdays. There are no shuttles
regularly available on Sundays. For the
schedule, call Lassen Rural Bus at (530) 252-
7433 or visit www.lassentransportation.com
and look for West County bus route and
schedule. 

However, be sure to check trail availability.
Early this summer, a portion of the Bizz
Johnson Trail, west of Highway 36, was closed
due to hazards caused by the 2020 Hog Fire.

The trail is managed by the BLM and U.S.
Forest Service, and the Lassen Land and
Trails Trust operates the historic Susanville
Railroad Depot visitor center in Susanville. 

For more information regarding the Bizz
Johnson Trail, contact the Bureau of Land
Management at (530) 257-0456, or visit
blm.gov/office/eagle-lake-field-office.
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Spring Cleaning?
We’ve got a place for
your extra
stuff!

Diamond Crest
Mini Storage 530.257.2441

6x10
10x10
10x18
10x20
8x40

704-990
Di Oro Lane
Susanville

TYRUS CHIMNEY SWEEP
Tyrus Herbertson, Owner

tyruschimneysweep@gmail.com • tyruschimneysweep.com

CA Contractor’s Lic. #988352
F.I.R.E. Certified Inspector

#FCI 256
CSIA Cert #6167

PO Box 3273, Quincy, CA

530.927.7459

The two tunnels are part of the original railroad line that ran from 1914 to 1956.
Photo by Makenzie Freedman
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hile you should be realistic in your
search, and willing to compromise to
some degree, don't cave on
important things. 

For example, don't get a two-
bedroom home when you know you're

planning to have kids and will want three
bedrooms. By the same token, don't buy a condo
just because it's cheaper than a house if one of the
main reasons you're over apartment life is that you
hate sharing walls with neighbors. It's true that
you'll probably have to make some compromises to
be able to afford your first home, but don't make a

compromise that will be a major strain. 
Unless you are a high-end buyer looking at

custom homes, chances are that for any home you
find that you like, there are quite a few others that
are close to it. Most neighborhoods have multiple
homes that are similar or the same model; they
may have all been constructed by the same builder.
Even if you can't find an identical model for sale,
you can probably find a house with many of the
same features. If you're considering a condo or
townhouse, the odds are also in your favor. 
Being open to continuing your search will save you
from making rash decisions you might regret later.

Use a real estate agent or broker
Once you're seriously shopping for a home,

don't walk into an open house without having a
real estate agent or broker. Agents are held to the
ethical rule that they must act in both the seller's
and the buyer's best interests. But you can see how
it might not put you in the best bargaining
position if you start dealing with a seller's agent
before contacting one of your own. 

The majority of buyers—roughly 88%—bought
their home through a real estate agent or broker,
according to a 2019 survey from the National
Association of Realtors.

Making the right real estate decisions
Tip of the month:

W
HCL

Lake Almanor
Real Estate

289 Clifford Drive • Lake Almanor
530-259-5687

DRE #01847475
A member of the BHH Affiliates, LLC

BHHSLakeAlmanor.com

666-670 Spring Creek Drive,
Clear Creek

128 Bailey Creek Drive,
Bailey Creek

721 Red River Drive,
Bailey Creek

$189,000
$649,000

$649,000

671-595 Edgewood Dr.,
Westwood

671-825 Oak Way,
Westwood

399 Williams Valley Road,
Greenville

$299,000 $229,000
$519,000
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www.LakeAlmanorBrokers.com

452 Peninsula Drive, Lake Almanor
Phone: (530) 596-3303 • Fax: (530) 596-3330 

119 Main St., Chester
Phone: (530) 258-3303 • Fax: (530) 258-4873 EQUAL HOUSING

OPPORTUNITY
BRE #01948890

Beautiful
custom home

in desirable Gold
Run Area with

sweeping mountain
views nestled on 5 acres!

This 4 bedroom 3bath home
features an updated kitchen with tons of cabinets, stainless steel

appliances, and granite countertops, formal dining room and cozy living room with wood-burning stove
and floor to ceiling windows. Master suite has his and hers closets, large updated bathroom with heated floors, and access to deck and

hot tub. Find two additional bedrooms with deck access and full bathroom on the same level. Downstairs features large family room
with wet bar and adjacent atrium, 4th bedroom with bathroom ensuite, and large laundry room. Oversized two car garage
provides ample storage and work possibilities as well as an additional RV garage for storing all of your outdoor toys. This

home is fully set for outdoor entertainment with a full-sized deck, patio, and fire pit. There is a large pen for your pets.
Wired for generator. This is a must see property! Asking price $645,000.
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Amazing views
of Indian Valley!
$750,000

3,000+ square feet
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Marcia Stallworth
BRE #00604744

619.997.0014 
pacificgal101@msn.com

309 Peninsula Drive,  Lake Almanor
almanorhomes.com

530.596.4899

Very Unique
Property, Close
to Lake Almanor, Private River Access
Bring the family to frolic in the lake, fish, golf,
snowmobile, hike and explore the beauty of the
gorgeous Sierras. This property would be very difficult
to duplicate - .80 acres along the Feather River. You
can build your own river beach! This could be the
home of your dreams, a lot to work with and the
possibilities are plentiful. The home is older, originally
built in 1941, and has that wonderful country charm
with modern conveniences. Much has been recently
updated and it just needs someone to finish off the
repairs and upgrades, it is almost finished. Come
personalize it! A must see....................$575,000

View backs up to Baxter Creek, in Janesville,
with guest house. Asking price $525,000

Linda W. Gillam
Realtor • Associate

LakeAlmanorBrokers.com

530.356.4543

Full Service Real Estate Company

BRE #01080683
MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

®REALTOR

Specializing in Indian Valley and
Lake Almanor Area Real Estate

lat, even landscapes are often coveted
in backyards. However, flat backyards
are not always so easy to find.
Fortunately, varied terrain does not
mean that certain landscaping plans

are entirely off limits, especially for
homeowners willing to build retaining walls.

F
A lesson

in building a
backyard

retaining wall
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2005 River Street, Susanville
530.257.5341

Generations of caregivers
taking care of
generations of residents...
together we make a family.

NOW HIRING RNs, LVNs and CNAs!
Ask about our referral program!

NURSING &
REHAB CENTER

Team Approach to Individualized Care Includes:
Extensive Social Services to assist families in every aspect  from admit to 

discharge and beyond. Registered Dietitian to meet therapeutic dietary needs and  plan delicious &
nutritious meals and snacks. Meaningful, customized traditional and contemporary Activities

Program. Emotional Support.

Retaining walls help turn steep slopes in a
yard into terraced focal points. They also can
reduce soil erosion in hilly areas and can be
used for aesthetic purposes, like raised
planters, or to create more usable space
within the yard. When an inground pool or
pond is cut into a backyard hill, a retaining
wall helps keep the remaining portion of that
hill from collapsing into the cut-away area.

When contemplating retaining wall
projects, a lesson in physics and engineering
may be needed. A sturdy and long-lasting
retaining wall needs to be built in a way that
will take into consideration the force of the
soil and the point at which the soil will begin
to slide away, advises the experts at The
Family Handyman. If these calculations seem
beyond the scope of your ability, installation
of a retaining wall is a job best left to a
professional. If you are ready to forge ahead,
these tips can get you started. However, it’s
important to note the potential benefits of
working with others who have already built a
retaining wall.

• Safety first: Call to have underground
utilities plotted and marked before beginning
any excavation.

• Map out your trench and begin to dig.
The trench should have a level, compacted

base as it will be the foundation for which the
retaining wall materials, be they blocks,
bricks or wood, sit in. A crushed stone base
will help anchor the courses and serve to
promote drainage. The Family Handyman
says to bury the first course of the retaining
wall one-tenth the height of the wall to
prevent soil behind it from pushing the
bottom out.

• Check for level. When placing blocks or
timbers, make sure they are even with the
first and periodically check for level as you go,

advises the home improvement retailer
Lowes®.

• Stagger and set back. The next row of
blocks or material should be positioned so
that the joints are staggered for blocks, bricks
or wood. A masonry blade will be needed to
cut the harder materials; a circular saw will
cut timber. Also, work against gravity by
setting the second course slightly back from
the first to help push back against the soil
that is trying so hard to push forward. Repeat
the process as each level is placed. Many
retaining wall products are made with a lip to
create this set back.

• Go with the grade. For especially steep
slopes, a gradual step-up design may be more
secure and more appealing than a very tall
retaining wall. Each level of a stepped design
should be done like the first.

• Backfill with stone for drainage. Using a
layer of stone behind the retaining wall can
help successfully direct water away so it will
not increase the weight of the soil behind the
wall and push against the retaining wall,
advises The Home Depot.

Retaining walls serve different purposes in
a yard. Building such a wall requires planning
and careful execution to ensure the job is
done correctly.

Varied terrain does
not mean that certain
landscaping plans are

entirely off limits
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This story is part of the Sierra Buttes Trail
Stewardship (SBTS) Connected Communities
project, a vision for a recreation-focused
lifestyle through community investment,
shared stewardship, economic opportunity
and important new local jobs in California’s
Plumas, Sierra, Butte and Lassen counties.
Find out more about the project and read
about the towns on the SBTS Connected
Communities web page on SierraTrails.org.

he city of Portola (population 2,104) is
situated at 4,856 feet elevation near
the headwaters of the Feather River, a
federally recognized Wild and Scenic
River, with Smith Peak to the north

and Beckwourth Peak to the south.
Named after Gaspar de Portola, the first

Governor of California, Portola has much
more in common with logging and railroads
than it does the Spanish colonial province of
the 18th Century.

Beckwourth Cabin
In the 1850s, the local legend fur trapper

and explorer James Beckwourth was
considered the first non-native to settle in the
area, with a unique mixed heritage of
American Indian and African American. 

A self-described “mountain man,”
Beckwourth scouted the lowest elevation pass
across the Sierra Nevada, with today’s
California Highway 70 running through the
heart of Portola, marking the route
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Beckwourth established. 
Beckwourth’s cabin was an outpost and

stage stop for prospectors in the Gold Rush
and still stands today along the Feather River
a few miles east of Portola.

It wasn’t until the late 1800s that the yet-
to-be-named Portola emerged as a
community, thanks to the need for lumber in
nearby Reno, Nevada. 

The abundance of lumber mills in the area
gave rise to the railroad, and by 1910, the Boca
and Loyalton, the Nevada, California and
Oregon and the Western Pacific all linked
their rail lines into Portola. The town’s name
was thought up by the daughter of a Western
Pacific engineer and became official in 1910.

But if it weren’t for the surveying and
engineering wisdom of Arthur Keddie,

Portola may not have become the railroad
hub it is today.

Keddie was responsible for engineering
the Feather River Route for the Western
Pacific, a narrow and treacherous run through
the Feather River Canyon from Oroville to
Quincy, making the Western Pacific part of
the trans-continental railway, with Portola as
a crucial stop.

The Feather River, a federally
recognized Wild and Scenic River,
winds its way through the heart of the
City of Portola. Photo submitted by Sierra
Buttes Trail Stewardship

A journey into the history of the City of Portola
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New this year! 
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purchase a qualifying
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Aside from its railroad history, Portola is rich in natural beauty. Photo submitted by Sierra Buttes Trail Stewardship
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Train roundhouse 1946
Although Keddie scouted the route in the

1860s, following the footsteps of Beckwourth,
it wasn’t until 1909 that the line was
completed. 

The Feather River Route marked a
significant engineering achievement, as it was
an alternative to the Donner Pass route and
ran a gentler grade as well as being 2,000 feet
lower in elevation than Donner Pass.

The Western Pacific Railroad Museum in
Portola, located inside a former locomotive
facility, documents this rich railroad history,
featuring more than 30 locomotives, and a
couple dozen passenger cars and cabooses.

Aside from its railroad history, Portola is

rich in natural beauty. The volcanic spires of
Beckwourth Peak tower over the town to the
south, while less than 10 miles to the north,
Lake Davis boasts world class fishing, along
with hundreds of miles of scenic dirt roads
connecting to even more remote lakes and
streams.

SBTS will be breaking ground in 2021 on
the Beckwourth Peak trail, a new 20-mile
singletrack loop around the peak starting and
finishing in Portola. The Beckwourth Peak
trail will offer commanding views of the
Sierra Valley while serving as a Connected
Communities route to link the neighboring
Gold Mountain/Nakoma community via
singletrack.

Looking from Mount Elwell, you can trace out the line of where the Connected
Communities trail in Eastern Plumas is running. Photo submitted by Sierra Buttes Trail
Stewardship

SBTS will be breaking ground in 2021 on
the Beckwourth Peak trail, a new 20-mile

singletrack loop around the peak,
starting and finishing in Portola

HCL
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hen Mike Chelotti talks about
his daughter’s new position at
Greenville Elementary School
and Junior/Senior High School,
his face lights up with pride. Josie
Chelotti applied for and was

offered and accepted the vice principal
position at the schools. Her retired
superintendent father is beaming.

It’s clear that Josie’s father’s career has
inspired her own, though her mother, the late
Susan Orange, was equally inspiring in the
field of social work.

“I could have gone either way. Social work
or education,” said Josie.

Mike Chelotti began his tenure with
Plumas Unified School District in the Fall of
1989. Like many of us, he’d never heard of
Greenville before, but a guy he knew asked if
he’d be interested in teaching up here. 

Mike came up to Greenville to check it out.
He saw two young men tossing water
balloons where Past Time bar used to be. He
asked them what they thought of their school
and the two (he believes it was Charlie
Cunningham and Dusty Spang) spoke highly
of their coaches and school. Mike went back
to Lincoln and packed up his Chevy Cavalier
with whatever worldly possessions he had
then, and moved to Greenville.

He taught history and seventh- and eighth-
grade math. In 1990, he became vice
principal.

Mike Chelotti was a hands-on principal by
all accounts: attending all the games and
interacting with all the parents he could —
even going into local bars for parent teacher
conferences when parents weren’t readily
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Like Father, Like Daughter: An educational
family dynasty begins in Indian Valley

Meg Upton
mupton@plumasnews.com W

Educator father daughter duo Josie and Mike Chelotti work on bringing a 1976 sailboat
back to life in Mike’s front yard. Photo by Meg Upton
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coming into the schools.
Mike was principal during No Child Left

Behind at a time when Greenville
Junior/Senior High School served as a model
school in the state for what could be done in a
rural area. Back then the community was
larger and so was the school.

These days, current enrollment in seventh
through twelfth grade has been between 65 to
75 students at GHS. 

Mike says he didn’t care what profession his
daughter went into but that he told her to
“find something you like to do and that helps
other people.” The son of Italian immigrants,
he was a first generation college graduate with
working class roots he has not forgotten.

Josie Chelotti began her educational career
in Special Education, having worked in
Special Education classrooms since high
school. She worked in an Opportunity Center
in Red Bluff where she grew up with her
mother. She was hooked on working with
marginalized students.

Her mother was supportive of her
becoming a Special Education teacher and
her maternal aunt was also a teacher.

She’s not afraid to try new things. For the
last three years, Josie has been teaching fifth-
and sixth-graders at Greenville Elementary
School.

“My heart just explodes when I see those
littles each day,” said Josie.

Online and in-person, the talk in
Greenville has been that one of their own will
finally be in admin. The recent history of
Indian Valley in the last decade has been
administrators coming into the school for
work — but very few homegrown
administrators.

Josie proudly calls Indian Valley home.
“It can be difficult,” said Mike, “so many

administrators are not from here, but you
have to remember it’s more than a job — it’s a
lifestyle. Your phone is going to ring at 10 p.m.
at night. You have to be prepared to answer
it.”

“It’s a great supportive community here. If
we work together we can be incredible,” said

Mike. “There are big challenges in getting
kids back invested in their education post-
COVID. We have such great talent in this
community and programs to make our
schools successful.”

Both elder and younger Chelottis have been
involved in athletics. Mike has been both
coach and athletic director. Josie will be
athletic director in the fall and hopes to see a
strong return of sports to both the
elementary schools and high school. She ran
track in school and is dreaming of a return to
track or cross-country.

Josie’s own children will be in eighth and
tenth grades and while they might have
reservations over their mother’s new roles,
she remembers “Mr. Chelotti” being her
history teacher and a principal. She and her
friends were once sent to the principal’s
office.

“All of our kids were suspended at least
once,” Mike chuckles (referring also to his
stepchildren).

Her dad offers Josie advice on her new
position but he is truly confident in her
abilities. What makes a successful
administrator in his mind?

“Be a decent human. You gotta be there for
them,” said Mike. “You have to see things
through.”

“I love to see the progress students make,”
said Josie. She plans to come to him for advice
when needed.

There’s a stripped, small sailboat in
Chelotti’s front yard. It’s a 1976 Santa 21
sailboat. Father and daughter have been
working on it together to get it seaworthy. He
found it in a junkyard in Chico. 

For the money and time, he could have just
bought a new boat to sail with his
granddaughter Ava — Josie’s daughter — who
is excited to learn to sail. But the Chelottis,
always up for that challenge and trying new
things, decided to build the boat up from
almost scratch. By the time it’s ready, they’ll
know everything about building a boat and
sailing too. It’s important to them to stay with
the boat and not take the easy way out. 

“I’ll tell you what I think, but I’ll never tell
you what to do,” said Mike. He may have been
talking about boats; he may have been talking
about schools.
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Mike Chelotti told his
daughter to ‘find something
you like to do and that helps

other people.’
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r. Trevor Albertson, Lassen
Community College’s new
president/superintendent, spends a
lot of his time trying to come up
with ways to support our local
students and improve their

educational opportunities.
As he contemplated the future changes and

challenges LCC faces in the near future, he
admits he had a “brainstorm” that would have
a significant impact on the education of local
students. He wondered, could LCC form
partnerships with two California State
University campuses — CSU Chico and CSU
Humboldt — in order to find a way for local
students to earn a four-year baccalaureate
degree without ever having to leave
Susanville? 

After a few consultations with other college
leaders and a “summit” meeting in late July at
LCC, the answer is a resounding yes. 

“Ultimately this is about expanding
educational opportunities here at home in
the Lassen Community College District,”
Trevor said. “We’re not going to make money
on this, in fact, it’s probably going to cost us
money. But it gives people the opportunity to
take their education to the next level right
here at home, and when they’re done, they
can  share those new skills with our
community. It gives them the ability to
continue their education and stay at here
home.”

Trevor noted somewhere between 33 and
34 percent of California residents have earned
a bachelor’s degree, but Lassen County lags
far behind at 12 to 13 percent. He attributes
that discrepancy to the lack of educational
availability, and the realization that once
people leave to go to school, they just don’t

come back.
“This is changing that,” Trevor said.
Of course, among the thorny issues is

creating a system that allows the partnerships
to work for all the institutions involved and
the students as well. College administrators at
the summit meeting seemed both confident
and excited they’d figured out how to move
the partnerships forward. 

LCC President Dr. Trevor Albertson opened
the summit meeting by saying, “My interest
here is the same as everyone else here today
— the students of our region and our state.”

Dr. Tom Jackson, Jr., president of
Humboldt State University, said, “It was a few
weeks ago that we received word through the
California State University offices that there
was a community college president who
wanted to collaborate more closely with the
CSU. And it should come as no surprise that
your president was that person … What was
somewhat unusual was that Lassen
Community College was already on our list …” 

Albertson, Jackson and representatives

from CSU Chico all noted the close
relationship between the three colleges and
how a great number of LCC students who
chose to continue their educations eventually
transfer to one of those universities to earn a
four-year degree.

But one partnership has already moved
beyond the talking stage. LCC’s nursing

New partnerships may
allow local students to
earn four-year degrees
without leaving home

Lassen Community College Licensed Vocational Nursing Cohort enjoyed a
traditional nurse pinning ceremony at Community Church in 2017. File photo

By Sam Williams
swilliams@lassennews.com

D
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program will be the first to take advantage of
the new arrangement in which local nursing
students can, with cooperation between the
two schools, enroll in online classes offered by
Humboldt State University as early as next
year.

“Nursing is going forward,” Trevor said.
“We’re hoping by this time next year we’ll be
up and running. We have to get a facility put
in, and we have to get all the accreditation
wickets wired. But this is happening. At this
point, it’s a done deal.”

At the summit, Christi Myers, the college’s
director of nursing, said her students are
excited and look forward to being able to earn
a four-year degree while staying here in
Susanville.

Trevor said Humboldt State’s bachelor of
science program is already available online,
and local students would be able to enroll in
it, but what’s different is the students would
have personnel and classroom support at LCC
if needed.

“Subsequent to that, we’re looking at an
early childhood education degree that would
be fully face-to-face,” Trevor said. “This is a
big deal because no one’s done it before, so
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Besides the medical assistance the Lassen
Community College nursing students can
provide, they also came up with creative
solutions to problems they identified
such as bringing more than 500
pillowcases to evacuees at the Camp Fire
shelters. File photo

Nursing students from Lassen Community College’s LVN program spent a summer
morning offering a blood pressure clinic for the residents of Eagle Lake Village in 2017.
File photo
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it’s going to take us some time to figure it out,
but it is happening. The deal has been
struck.”

This idea creates completely new
partnerships between a community college
and a California State University school.

“There’s never been an agreement of this
nature between a community college and a
California State University that is this
intertwined and this direct with this high
level of support as we’re going to be seeing
here,” Trevor said. 

Lassen Community College nursing students receive practical education at the college’s
clinic on campus. File photo

“This is a big deal because
no one’s done it before, so
it’s going to take us some

time to figure it out, but it is
happening. The deal has

been struck.”
—Dr. Trevor Albertson
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Albertson said this is different than the
four-year equine and ranch management
degree offered by Feather River College
because these new degrees would come from
the four-year institutions rather than LCC.

“Instead of getting a California Community
College four-year degree, you’re getting a
California State University four-year degree,”
Trevor said. “A California State University
degree is worth a lot. Degrees for those
schools have an international reputation.
That’s why we reached out to them.”

The idea came to the president while
pondering the effect the closure of the
California Correctional Center will have on
young people in Susanville and Lassen
County who saw their future in the good-
paying jobs in corrections that didn’t require
a college education.

“It all started as kind of daydream about
how do we better serve the students in our
community and get them the job skills they
need,” Trevor said. “The truth is we need
some kind of bachelor’s degree program
around here that gives people the next step of
education and draw people to our community
to receive education, and the only way to do
that was to reach out to our CSU partners.
Humboldt jumped right on it.”

The president noted since the classroom
instruction would come mostly from the
four-year schools, those institutions would
receive most of the income generated by
students taking the classes. He said he’s OK
with that.

“We’re not in it for the money,” Trevor said.
“We’re in it for the student outcomes. We
want to see our students succeed.”

Trevor said he hoped other community
colleges would follow LCC’s lead because the
ultimate goal is serving the needs of the
students.

Support from Banner
Lassen Medical Center

In May, Banner Lassen Medical Center
CEO Sandy Dugger announced an expanded
relationship with Lassen Community
College’s nursing program as she presented a
$15,000 check to the college, the first of five
contributions to the LCC nursing program
over the next five years.

The funding supports scholarship, program
technology advancements and a new
education center that will be named the
Banner Health Nursing and Education
Center. The center will include a virtual
reality simulation lab where students will
have the opportunity to navigate high-stakes
patient care scenarios in a low-risk
atmosphere.

Over the next five years funding will also
support growth of LCC’s health science
programs. HCL
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Lassen Community
College’s nursing

students have always
been ready to help
whenever disaster
strikes.A nursing

student steps up to
help those in need of

grooming at one of
the Camp Fire

shelters in 2019.
File photo
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n a couple of weeks the hot summer
might be over and high school will be
back in session. Our rural high schools
often have limited course offerings for in-
person classes (although there are many
online offerings). But what if a student

wants to get ahead? Get a taste of college to
see what it’s like?

An increasingly popular program for high
school students in our corner of Northeastern
California is dual enrollment with a California
community college.

Back in 2015, the California State Assembly
made it easier for high school students to take
courses at community colleges that would
count for both college and high school credit.

California students can take courses
approved by their school district for credit at
both the high school and college. Students
can also opt to take additional courses that
will just work on their college program.

According to the California Community
College (CCC) website, most students who
participate in dual enrollment take nine units
(or three courses). Around here, many
students begin as early as their sophomore
year taking college courses and some — at
both the traditional and charter schools —
graduate from high school nearly having their
first two years of college completed. Students
in the Plumas Unified School District, for
example, are allowed to take up to 11 units a
semester of college courses.
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Feather River College welcomes high
school students to take courses on its
campus. File photo

By Meg Upton
mupton@plumasnews.com

Back to school
could mean
back to two
schools with

dual
enrollment
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In Plumas and Lassen counties, most
students enroll to do online or in-person
courses at Feather River College or Lassen
College but according to CCC, students are
eligible to take classes at any participating
community college in California — it does
not have to be located in the same town as
the high school. Courses taken at community
colleges outside the area would have to take
place online.

This plan offers a better variety of courses
and specific programs that might not be
offered locally (such as foreign language
courses, film and design and other arts
courses).

It’s CCC’s intention to boost “the number of
students earning degrees or certificates and
transferring to a University of California or a
California State University system campus.

During our pandemic year, UCs and CSUs
had a record number of applicants from
California high schools and community
colleges. In June 2021, The Board of Regents
proposed that the UC system should accept
less out-of-state students in order to take in
more California students.  This falls in line
with the CCC’s “Vision of Success” goals to
have a 35 percent transfer rate to UCs and
CSUs.

For local parents and students, dual
enrollment is a bit of a godsend. As long as
students are still in high school, they pay very
minimally for the privilege of taking the
classes (often just the health fee and other
minor fees). Some school districts even cover
books and materials. Eligible students can
also check out laptops to take the courses.

A small polling of dual enrollment students
in Plumas County found that most students
the college courses were both academically
more challenging than high school courses
and easier at the same time.

“The expectations are there from day one
and most teachers at Feather River College set
their expectations and due dates at the
beginning of the semester so there’s no
guessing when something will be due. Less
social pressure too,” said one Quincy High
School student of her experience. She has
three semesters under her belt and will
graduate high school with just six units shy of
an AA degree.

For their part, college instructors
appreciate the drive and focus that high
school students — “willing to tough it out” —
bring to the college classroom.

With rising tuition rates at all four-year
institutions, shaving off almost two years of
the expense seems to be well worth the effort
to get there.
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Lassen Community College offers high school students the opportunity to start early on
their college careers with dual enrollment. File photo
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f you’re one of those folks who loves good barbecue, you won’t want
to miss the sixth annual Lassen Senior Services’ BBQ Cookoff held
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 7 at the Lassen County
Fairgrounds.

Every barbecue lover knows there’s nothing quite like low and
slow cooked beef, pork or chicken.

While the cookoff began as a small, strictly local barbecue competition
held in the Tractor Supply parking lot off Main Street, it has grown into a
real-honest-to-goodness barbecue contest drawing more than 1,000
hungry patrons and competitive barbecue smokers from all across the
Western region vying for more than $13,000 in price money.

Sure, it may have started as a local event with local competitors
offering their best, but the cookoff has grown into a very serious and
official, sanctioned barbecue contest. Judging for the event follows the
Kansas City Barbecue Society rules, and each team prepares four different

Lassen Senior Services hosts its
sixth annual barbecue competition
Saturday, August 7

Ah, now there are some juicy, tasty ribs
smoked low and slow to perfection

By Sam Williams
swilliams@lassennews.com

I
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meats — pork ribs, pork, chicken and brisket.
Penny Artz, the executive director at LSS,

said at deadline nearly 20 barbecue teams
have entered the cookoff and 36 local judges
have been trained in the rules and certified to
judge the delicious meats. Remember, this
isn’t an ‘oh, boy, this tastes good event.’ It’s a
sanctioned, competitive cookoff that provides
strict criteria for the judges to follow in rating
the competitor’s final offerings.

“It looks like this year’s event is going to be
very, very successful,” Artz said. She added
Plumas Bank is a major sponsor of this year’s
cookoff.

The event also features live music by
Timeless, one of Lassen County’s most
popular classic rock bands, a kid’s barbecue
competition, an area just for little ones and a
classic car show.

Timeless features veteran local performers
Thomas Braun (bass), Cort Cortez (acoustic
guitar), Mark Boutler (lead guitar) and Don
Calac (drums). While Cortez handles most of
the lead vocals, all the band mates sing.

This year’s event also features a KidsQ
where the little ones prepare the food as well
as some backyard smokers.

Proceeds from the competition benefit
Lassen Senior Services, a nonprofit
organization that provides services to seniors
in Lassen County, including hot lunches for
seniors at the LSS building on Sunkist Drive
and the Meals on Wheels program that
delivers hot food to needy seniors all across
Lassen County.

For more information, call Lassen Senior
Services at 257-2113.
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New Tax Laws — Part I
On December 27,2020, Congress passed the 5,593 page Consolidated Appropriations Act. The "Act" includes
several provisions and extensions of previously expiring provisions relevant to individual taxpayers:

Medical Expense Deduction Floor

The Act returns the medical expense deduction floor to 7.5% of adjusted gross income (AGI). The Affordable Care
Act raised the threshold to 10% of AGI so that, for 201 3 through 20 17, individuals under age 65 could claim an
itemized deduction for unreimbursed medical expenses only to the extent that those expenses exceeded 10% of
AGI, while the threshold remained 7.5% of AGI for individuals age 65 and older. The threshold was scheduled to
increase to and remain at 10% for all taxpayers, but Congress temporarily restored the 7.5% threshold for
everyone first for 2017 and 2018, then for 2019 and 2020, before making the change permanent. The change
applies to tax years beginning after December 31,2020.

Charitable Contribution Deduction

The Act extends the $300 above-the-line charitable contribution deduction for qualified contributions made by
non-itemizers. It also extends the temporary charitable contribution limit provided in the CARES Act. The
limitation for deductible cash contributions to a public charity increases from 60% to 100% for 2020 and 2021. 

Transition from Tuition Deduction to Increased Income Limit on Lifetime Learning Credit

The Act repeals the deduction for qualified tuition and related expenses and increases the income limitations on 
the Lifetime Learning Credit. The phaseout of the Credit will begin at modified adjusted

gross income of $80,000 ($160,000 for joint returns). These amounts will not be
adjusted for inflation. This change applies to tax years beginning January 1,2020.

BEQUETTE & KIMMEL ACCOUNTANCY CORPORATION
307 W Main St., Quincy • 530.283.0680 • 17 Highway 89, Graeagle • 530.836.0193

Local chef Joe Comino accepts the Golden
Cleaver award from Penny Artz, executive
director of Lassen Senior Services, at a
previous BBQ Cookoff. File photo

Timeless, one of Susanville’s most popular rock bands, will appear at this year’s Lassen
Senior Services BBQ Cookoff. Timeless band mates include Don Calac, left, drums and
vocals; Thomas Braun, bass and vocals; Mark Beutler, lead guitar and vocals; Cort Cortez,
rhythm guitar and vocals. Photo submitted

Lassen Senior Services’ BBQ Cookoff
includes a classic car show. File photo
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o support the Sierra Buttes Trail
Stewardship (SBTS) mission of
building sustainable, recreation-
based communities, the Lost Sierra
Trails Master Plan will change the
economic future of Sierra, Plumas,
Lassen and Butte County forever.

“Connected Communities” will be
a historic

collaboration and partnership between
federal land managers, regional government,
local businesses and engaged citizens to
connect 15 disadvantaged mountain
communities together by approximately
300+ miles of motorized and non-motorized
natural surface trails. The proposed “Lost

Sierra Route” is a new trans-Sierra Nevada
and Cascade Range route
accommodating all dirt
trail travelers including
hikers, mountain bikers,
moto riders, equestrians,
trail runners, hunters,
fishermen, wildlife –
creating A Trail for
Everyone.  

SBTS is a Quincy,
California-based 501c3
focused on building
what the
organization calls
#dirtmagic –
multiple-use motorized and non-

motorized trails for public use – in the Lost
Sierra region of the Northern Sierra Nevada
range. Since its founding in 2003, SBTS has
built over 100 miles of new trail and
maintained 1,238 miles of existing trail
while employing a full-time Professional
Trail Crew and contributing over 100,000
hours of volunteer labor.

Connected Communities is an
estimated 10-year long project,
linking

Loyalton, Sierraville, Sierra City,
Downieville, Quincy, Graeagle, Portola,
Taylorsville, Greenville, Chester, Westwood,
Susanville, Jonesville, Truckee and Verdi,
Nevada, providing a world-class network of
trails that all user groups can enjoy. This
trails-focused effort will support severely
disadvantaged communities through
recreation-based economic growth.  

SBTS is using The John Muir
Trail as a model for this project,
an iconic hiking trail running 211
miles through the Sierra
Nevada, constructed between
1915 and 1938. But where the
John Muir trail is located in
extremely rugged and remote
terrain, Connected
Communities will bring trails to
Main Street of each town so that
visitors enjoy restaurants,
accommodations and services,
as well as enabling residents to

easily access their local public lands without
the use of a vehicle. 

The Lost Sierra is the home of both the
Yuba and Feather Rivers: critical watersheds
delivering more than 65 percent of
California's clean drinking water. Proposition
68, The Clean Water and Parks Act, was
passed on June 6, 2018, authorizing $4 billion
in general obligation bonds for state and
local parks, environmental protection and
restoration projects and water infrastructure
projects. Through Proposition 68 grant
funding, the Sierra Nevada Conservancy
awarded SBTS a $360,000 planning grant in
late 2019 to start Phase 1 Planning of the
Connected Communities project. 

For more information about
Connected Communities and to watch
the “A Trail for Everyone” film, visit
sierratrails.org/cc.  

Local Non-Profits
Committed to Our Community

T
Creating a long

distance multi-use
trail that everyone
can enjoy to help
revive mountain

communities

Sierra Buttes Trail Stewardship Launches Connected Communities

plumasbank.com

This page sponsored by:

HERE.
For
Good.

Photos by
Ken Etzel
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K, for those among us who have
never imagined such a thing, at first
blush the very idea of packs of
wiener dogs racing against each
other must seem like some kind of
giggling oxymoron.

But let the honest truth be known —
wiener dog races such as the one scheduled at
the Eagle Lake RV Resort at Stones Landing
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 14,
happen with astounding frequency all across
the United States. No kidding.

Yes, oh yes, those famously short-legged,
long-bodied Dachshunds — also dubbed
wiener dogs, sausage dogs, Teckels, Dackels,
doxies and badger dogs — continue to enjoy
their place as one of the most popular dog
breeds in the United States, and they happily
take center stage at the Fifth Annual Weiner
Dog Races held near the shore of Eagle Lake.
(Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic
forced the cancellation of last year’s race.)

As always, the event promises a day of fun
for the whole family with barbecued hot dogs
and cold beverages, a large number of raffle
and silent auction items, many craft vendors
and of course a whole bunch of really cute
little dogs competing against each other in
races that are such a blast they’re sure to make
all the humans in attendance grin from ear to
ear and maybe even laugh right out loud a
time or two. Don’t let your pooch be shy —
the organizers say they can handle all the
dogs that come to race.

All proceeds benefit the Susanville Police
Department and its effort to get a second
police dog. Resort owner Andie Traphagan
said she’s really excited to help with this
effort. The last race raised about $3,500 and
Andie said, “We’re hoping to go above and
beyond that amount this year.” She estimated
a trained police dog costs about $10,000.

Andie hopes the event will attract more
participants, more vendors and more
donations of raffle items this year as the event
benefits a truly good and worthy cause.

And this year the races will include a loser’s
bracket so every dog has even more chances
to race and to win.

Best Talent Contest
Of course, only the little dogs can compete

in the wiener dog races. The big dogs are
welcome to attend, they just can’t race. But
the event offers them an opportunity to
participate just the same.

“We are offering a Best Talent Contest that
all dogs can participate in,” said Andie. “It
gives the big dogs a chance to shine!”

How to participate
Here’s how you and your best friend can be

part of this fun fundraising event.
The entry fee is $10 per dog, and all

proceeds benefit the Susanville Police
Department’s K9 Unit as it raises funds for a
second police dog.  Donations for the K9 Unit
will also be collected during the event.

Entry forms are available online at
eaglelakervresort.com, in person at the
Lassen County Chamber of Commerce office,
Treats Pet Supply, Plumas Bank and Chicago
Title. Completed entry forms can be emailed
to sunsetproperties68@gmail.com, dropped
off at the Lassen County Chamber of
Commerce or brought with you on race day!

Rules and regulations
1. All dogs must be on a leash, controllable

and on their best behavior; otherwise, you
will be asked to leave.

2. Other small breeds are allowed to race;
all large friendly dogs are still welcome to
attend, just unable to participate in races. 

3. Owners are required to clean up after
their dogs’ accidents. Doggy bags will be
supplied.

For more information, go to
eaglelakervresort.com or call 251-6770.
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Eagle Lake RV Park hosts
Weiner Dog Races!
Saturday, August 14

As the crowd trembles with excitement and anticipation, this little fella’s havin’ more fun
than allowed as he races for the finish line in the annual Wiener Dog Races at the Eagle
Lake RV Resort. File photo

By Sam Williams
swilliams@lassennews.com

O
These wiener dog athletes anxiously await
their chance to be loaded into the
starting gate and then sprint for the
finish line. File photo

HCL
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ecently, I was fortunate
enough to step into
Greenville’s Indian
Valley Thrift Shop and
become thoroughly

inspired by speaking with
volunteers and learning how the
store and its nonprofit
organization, the Indian Valley Thrift Shop Association, support the
community.

I became aware of IVTS/IVTSA when I received a report from a Plumas
Charter School teacher about how a grant from the association had made it
possible for students to attend special end-of-year field trips. Turns out PCS is
only one of many local nonprofit organizations and individuals that the
association supports with proceeds from the shop.

In speaking with IVTSA treasurer Sherilyn Schwartz, I learned that the
thrift store originally supported the Indian Valley Hospital. When the hospital
closed, the volunteers who ran the shop decided to widen their focus of
support to include the community at large. Now the store’s profits are used to
cover specific needs of local nonprofit groups and fund local scholarships.
Priority is given to Indian Valley organizations and individuals, but others in
Plumas County are also welcome to apply.

In the last fiscal year, Schwartz reported that the association made more
than $27,000 in approved donations! Of that,
$12,000 was donated in the form of
scholarships. Scholarships are available to
anyone pursuing continuing education at any
age, whether through college, trade school, or
other means, said Schwartz. Scholarships are
also renewable.

This is all made possible through the work
of volunteers: those who serve on the
association’s board of directors and those who
work in the thrift shop, which is completely
run by volunteers. When I went shopping I
met Kathy, Ray, and Terry — they warmly
welcomed their many shoppers while
chatting, sorting donations, ringing up sales,
and clearly having a blast doing it. 
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www.featherfinancial.com • featherfinancial@gmail.com
Serving Plumas County Since 1992.

(530) 283-2341
20A Crescent St., Quincy • Fax: 283-2740

Open Enrollment
Extended...
and Subsidies Increased!

feather  financial
Tax and Insurance Services

Lori Morrell Lomas, EA 
CA. Lic. #0B06912

Sign Up for
Health Insurance

through December 31, 2021

168 Main St., Chester
530.258.4663

   — YOUR CUSTOM FRAMING EXPERT —
...providing quality and great design to suit your style.

We can custom frame for that
special wedding or any

celebration...
come see us!

Greenville Thrift Shop helps local community

Plumas County
Volunteers

INGRID BURKE

R

The Indian Valley Thrift Shop is located at 208 Main St. in
Greenville, less than a block from the intersection with
Highway 89. Photo by Ingrid Burke
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All three agreed that one of their favorite
aspects of volunteering at the shop is meeting
new people, socializing, and “getting to talk to
people.” Terry said that she and Kathy are
retired from the postal service, and the thrift
store allows them to stay in touch with the
community. “It gives me a reason to get up,
take a shower, and get out the door,” said Terry.

Ray added that IVTS prices are “the best in
the county,” and that he is proud to be part of
offering “a real service to the community” by
making affordable items available.

“The next treasure is just around the
corner!” said Kathy. She concurred about the
low prices, and said she was happily amazed
and grateful at the quality of donations in
such a small town. 

Volunteering
Interested in becoming an IVTSA

volunteer? Schwartz said the process is very
simple: stop by the shop at 208 Main St., less
than a block from the intersection with
Highway 89, and fill out an application form.
Open hours are Tuesday through Saturday, 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. Volunteers give a $5
membership donation (in order to be covered
by insurance), sign up to work at least six
hours per month in the shop, and commit to
attending at least two board meetings per year
(the board meets once a month, usually on the
third Monday of the month at 3:30 at the
shop).

Schwartz said that “volunteers are
encouraged to take creative ownership in
running the store — it’s their store!” Those
with special skills or interests are welcome to
assume responsibility for specific areas, such
as electronics or books.

After some “easy training,” Schwartz said
volunteers may perform a variety of tasks such
as receiving donations, sorting, pricing,
displaying, washing or cleaning items,
interacting with the public, and conducting
sales transactions. The only requirements are
patience and a positive attitude, she said.

Not ready to volunteer, but still want to
support IVTSA? The shop welcomes
donations of clean, gently used, sellable items
during open hours. Monetary donations are
also welcome; they can be delivered in the
shop as well. You can also help by making
purchases in the shop and by spreading the
word about IVTSA and its mission to support

the community! 
Schwartz reminds everyone that the

association “encourages all nonprofits and
schools to reach out” with grant requests — all
that is required is a simple letter describing
the need. Applications for the next round of
scholarships will be available in February. The
association members look forward to many
more opportunities to support the
community.

To learn more, call treasurer Sherilyn
Schwartz at (530) 284-1055 or president Corky
Porterfield at (530) 284-1911. And when you
stop by, thank the volunteers for giving their
time to support their community!

Ingrid Burke has been volunteering in
Plumas County for the past decade; she
moderates the Plumas County Volunteers
Facebook group. Contact her at
iburkewriteandedit@gmail.com.
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SPECIALS
Summer

See our summer      
classes and specials at:
mountainyogastudio.com

and join us for:

Yoga
Cycling

Massage2005 Main St., Susanville

530.251.6028 • mountainyogastudio.com

Volunteer opportunity
What? Indian Valley Thrift Shop
Association
When? ongoing
Where? Indian Valley Thrift Shop at
208 Main St., Greenville, CA; hours are
Tue–Sat, 9–3
Why? Proceeds from the shop support
local nonprofits and scholarships.
Who? Call the shop at (530) 284-7949,
association treasurer Sherilyn
Schwartz at (530) 284-1055, or
association president Corky Porterfield
at (530) 284-1911.

The Indian Valley Thrift Shop is
completely run by volunteers, including,
from left, Kathy, Terry, and Ray. Thanks to
them, the shop is able to support many
community organizations every year.
Photo by Ingrid Burke

Indian Valley Thrift Shop
Association volunteers Terry
(left) and Kathy flank the
shop’s board listing
community donations. The
list will soon be updated
with 2020-2021 recipients.
Photo by Ingrid Burke

HCL
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he sun is out, the lakes and
campgrounds are calling and it’s
always a great idea to head out on an
adventure, but with fire restrictions in
place on some public lands, it doesn’t

hurt to plan ahead. 
Early in the summer, local agencies like the

Plumas and Lassen national forests and
portions of BLM- managed lands were placed
under fire restrictions, prohibiting the use of
barbecues and campfires except in
established fire rings or stoves at developed
recreation sites, or in some cases with a
permit.

With a little preparation before and an ice

chest ready to go, even heatless meals can
satisfy any camping cravings. 

Should you not be able to utilize campfires
or stoves during your camping adventure,
here are some heatless meals and treats that
still hit the spot following a day of exploration
and summer fun.

Breakfast
•Yogurt with granola and cut up fruit. 
•Bacon precooked at home with hard

boiled eggs. 

•Bagels with cream cheese. 

Snacks, lunch
•Make a charcuterie board with cheeses,

nuts, jerky and vegetables. 
•Hummus and veggies. 
•Lunch meat tortilla roll ups. To make this a

little more creamy, add a spreadable cheese
instead of mayonnaise as the base. 

Dinner
•Make your sandwich a touch more

decadent. Add precooked bacon,
mayonnaise, avocado and arugula to a
croissant for a rich, buttery sandwich. 

•Chicken or tuna salad lettuce cups. 
•Make your favorite pasta salad ahead of

time at home, for an instant and easy meal
option. 

Heatless S’mores
Still craving those ooey-gooey S’mores?

Load up a graham cracker with some
marshmallow fluff and chocolate spread like
Nutella for a melty treat without the need for
flames!
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Who needs an open flame to make
S’mores? Spread some ooey-gooey
marshmallow fluff and chocolate spread
on graham crackers to satisfy the craving
for the camping treat without any heat.
Photo by Makenzie Freedman

Lassen Community College is

pleased to announce its

partnership with Banner Lassen
Medical Center to expand LCC’s

Nursing Program.

Banner CEO Sandy Duggar

presented the college with a

check for $15,000, the first of five installments to be

contributed to the nursing program over the next five years.

The funding will support the growth of LCC’s nursing and

health science programs. The education center will now be

named “Banner Health Nursing and Education Center.”

For more information on Lassen Community College’s nursing

and other Career Technical programs, please contact

Admissions at 530.251.8808 or Counseling at 530.251.8842.

www.lassencollege.edu

Fire restrictions while you’re camping? Plan these easy heat-free meals

Give your camping
sandwiches a twist this
summer if you can’t use
heat to cook your meals.
Photo by Makenzie Freedman

By Makenzie Freedman 
mfreedman@lassennews.com
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— VALUABLE COUPON —

SUSANVILLE FORD CHRYSLER
DODGE JEEP RAM

704-485 Richmond Rd. E., Susanville

— VALUABLE COUPON —
Oil Change $4999
Up to 5 quarts synthetic blend.

Expires 9.1.21
SUSANVILLE FORD CHRYSLER

DODGE JEEP RAM
704-485 Richmond Rd. E., Susanville

— VALUABLE COUPON —
Coolant Flush $14999

All makes and models.
Expires  9.1.21

SUSANVILLE FORD CHRYSLER
DODGE JEEP RAM

704-485 Richmond Rd. E., Susanville

SALES HOURS: Monday-Friday 8-6 • Saturday 9-6 • Sunday 10-5 SERVICE HOURS: Monday-Friday 7:30-5:30

FREE ALIGNMENT
...with purchase of 4 tires.

Expires 9.1.21
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• Residential

• Commercial

• Agriculture

• Driveways

• Farm Roads

• Parking Lots

• Ashpalt Paving

• Sealcoating

• Chip Sealing

• Overlays

• Crack Filling

• Maintenance

Call for a
FREE ESTIMATE!

adavispaving.com

Lic. # 1038677
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